DEGNER
SADDLE BAG
FEATURES!!

The charms of the Degner's saddle bags

Thick leather more than 4mm that can't be sewn with a normal leather sewing machine. Our saddle bags
are made of oil leather and chrome leather, as well as durable and rich textured vegetable tanned leather for
long years of use. Vegetable leathers have long been used for durable harnesses such as cowboy saddles
and chaps. The saddle bag, which was a necessity for long-distance riders, has been handed down into a
motorcycle culture. The more you use it, the more you will enjoy the aging of leather and become one of your
treasures.

B

B

A
One touch release

A

All saddle bags are equipped
with our own fittings that can
be opened and closed with
one-touch.

Belt

C

Equipped with tough leather
straps to mount the bag on a
motorcycle.
* Refer to the right for how to
mount

E

D

C
Double D-ring

PE board & Pocket
The inside of the bag is equipped
a pocket for a inspection certificate.
By putting a polyethylene board
inside, it keep the original shape
and can use it for long.
* Some products are not
equipped to take advantage of the
characteristics of the bag.
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D

The support rings are
attached on the back side.
It reduces the flapping. ※
Please take the allowance
between bags and the
motorcycle.

E
Hanging parts
As the hanging parts have
been updated, the saddle bags
can be mounted on much
wider range of motorcycles.
*Some bags are equipped
with handles.
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Sheltering from rain
The rain cover is the standard
equipment for Degner's saddle bag.
Even if saddle bags are coated with leather wax, there is a limit
to water repellency against running rain and mud splashing,
and rain is a major cause of damages. A special rain cover is
equipped to the saddle bags. As it is made for each size, it fits
well with pulling the adjuster code and is compact when folded.
The bottom has a drain hole to discharge water inside the cover.
Please use the rain cover to protect from the damages for long
years of use.

HOW TO SET

Easy to install!
Degner's Saddle bags

To m o u n t t h e b a g ,
through the leather
straps on the fender
rail.
(It may be necessary
to loosen the bolts
depending on the model
year)

Using the optional
mounting bracket,
SBH-1 (see page. 43)
for easier mounting
/ detachment. A
convenient item that
allows you to quickly
take your saddle bag
off when you leave from
your motorcycle.

An example of the
easy attachment and
detachment. By using
KIJIMA's slide rail on
the side (see page 45),
it became easier to deal
with the bags.

Rain Covers Details

Just pulling the adjuster
cord to fit.

The polyurethane coat
prevents rain from hitting
the bag directly.

*The bottom has a drain hole to discharge water inside the
cover.*

This card is
sign!

Check the video →
Easy to get compact!

www.degner.co.jp
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One-touch buckle

Avoiding blinkers

Hanging the brackets

Rain cover

Helmet holder

Replaceable suction cups

Equipped with an simple helmet
holder.

The suction cups are
exchangeable.

Bag support board

Removable pads

Magnetic type

For a high level muffler

Water resistance

Easy mounting straps

Degner's one-touch buckle for
quick release opening and closing.

A rain cover is equipped as
standard.

The PE board and bag board gives
longer years of use.

Designed to suit for motorcycles
with a high level muffler

Eliminating the interference with
blinkers for easier mounting.

The removable pads protect your
motorcycle from scratches.

Keep your belongings dry by using
PVC and tarpaulin fabrics

Our updated hanging brackets get
the bags mount with one- touch.

Mounting on the motorcycles with
magnets.

Easy to attach even for a small seat

- To use the touring bag safely Handling precautions
The products listed in this catalog are mostly universal designed. In particular, if the bags are not mounted properly, it is extremely dangerous
because it interfere your riding. Please keep the following points in your mind when mounting the products and use them safely.
Each products have their weight restrictions and usage instructions. Please be sure to refer to that for specific precautions. The following notes are
excerpts from important ones.

-The products listed in this catalog are universal products. Please do make sure that you check their fitting carefully. We, Degner will not take any responsibility for any damage or loss caused
by mis-fitting.
-Please ride safely as exceeding legal speed may cause the dropping out the bag(s) due to the wind pressure and the unstable handling.
-The products and their attachments parts might cause scratches or damages due to the vibration and/or frictions. We recommend to use protective pads on the tank and fenders of your
motorcycle where the products make contact with.
-The products might be broken if excessive load is given although we pay great attention to the durability of the materials, stitching and details. Also rough handling may cause damages on
your motorcycle.
-Please do not force to pull the sliders on the zips. It may cause a breakage and cause injuries of pinching skins or damages of clothing.
-Please do not get the products make contact with hot surfaces such as engines, mufflers etc. They may be melted, burned or pierced with holes. Please also pay extra cares for the loose straps
and the movement of bags, it is very dangerous if they touch with moving parts.
-Please install the products where the most stable position without any disturbing of moving parts. If the products are mounted on unstable position, it may affect riding. If you are doubt with
it, please stop your motorcycle immediately and re-set up the product. It is very dangerous if products are mounted incorrectly or on unstable position. It may cause dropping out the product.
・Belts, suction cups and bolts may become loose due to running or vibration. Please always pay attention to the mountings and make sure that the bag(s) is securely fixed to your motorcycle.
・If you find any problem with the product, please don't keep using it. If you ignore the condition and any loss or damage happen, we will not be responsible for any matter.
-Please note products specifications and prices are subject to change without notice.
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case
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maintenance
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Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp

Sports double
bags
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Leather American Saddle Bag
サドルバッグ
ツールバッグ
シンセティック
レザーバッグ
ナイロン
サドルバッグ
ツールバッグ
サドルバッグ用
バッグガード
バッグサポート
ETC ケース
バイク用
アクセサリー
シフトガード
レザーウォレット
ウォレットケース

コインケース

レザー
ボディバッグ
スマートフォン
携帯電話ケース

HD-XL1200N

Except for some products, most of them are universal products. Please check the fitting of the bag on your motorcycle and fix it
firmly (Please make sure it is stable during riding). Installation on your motorcycle is your responsibility.

SB-60IN

When installing the bag, we recommend to use the mounting bracket. By fixing the attachment points, not only is it easy to install,
but also the bag can be stabilized when traveling. It is not only easy to install but also the bag can be stabilized firmly.

×

FITTING GALLERY

キーケース
キーホルダー

The pictures we show on this catalog are examples of the installations. The shape of the mounting part differs depending on the
models. It is very dangerous if the bag is installed unstably as the bag may fall off or be lifted by wind pressure.

喫煙アイテム

ステーショナリー

メンテナンス
アイテム
防水リュック
防水バッグ

HD-XL883
×
PRSB-3/7.5L

HD-XL1200V
×
PRSB-3/7.5L

HD-FXSB
×
SB-67IN/9.5L

HD-FXDX
×
SB-50/9L

HD-XL1200X
×
PRSB-3/7.5L

HD-XL1200C
×
SB-3IN/7.5L

KAWASAKI-W650
×
SB-58/7.5L

HD-FXDL
×
SB-50T/9L

ナイロン
ボディバッグ

タンクバッグ

シートバッグ

スポーツ系
サイドバッグ
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FLFB

容量

～

5

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather Saddle Bag 5 ～ 11ℓ

ℓ

11 ℓ

SB-82

Leather bag for rigid frames

￥39,000

Capacity：9.5ℓ
Size：H45 × W 28 × D15(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Tan, Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

FLFB

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

The shape of bag that doesn't impair the shape of the Softail and
the fitting is outstanding. The capacity is 11L, it can handle from a
day trip touring to 2 day touring.

The wing on the side of the
flap helps to shut out mud
and rain.

SB-84

Leather bag for rigid frames

￥36,000

Capacity：11L
Size：H36xW35xD17(cm)
Color：Black, Tan, Red/Black
Materia：Cowhide
Red is Italian leather
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

FXSB

FLSTF

A leather bag for rigid frames. It
has the angled bottom to increase
the ground clearance when the
motorcycle is leaned.

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SB-67IN

Leather bag for rigid frames

￥34,000

Size：H45×W28×D15(cm)
Capacity：9.5ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

SB-15

Leather bag for rigid frames

￥34,000

Size：H34×W21×D13(cm)
Capacity：5ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Tan
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

www.degner.co.jp

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather Saddle Bag with

Hangstay for Sportster

Leather Saddle Bag with Hangstay for Sportster

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

One-touch installation with our mounting bracket.
Saddle bags for Sportsters
With using the hanging parts of back side of the saddle bag, just one step is only needed to attach and detach the bag.

Accessories
Shift guard

Main body side bracket
Main body mounting bracket
Spacer (long and short) each
5 / 16-18 × 2-1 / 2 inch hexagon bolt
Φ8 flat washer
R pin
Bag side bracket
Hanging bracket
M6×15 flange hexagon bolt
Fixing pin
M6 lock Nut
Φ6 flat washer
Φ6 flat washer (large)
M6 × 10 flange hexagon bolt
Rubber plate

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

for Left

1
1
2
2
1

for Right

1
2
1
2
2
1
1
2

The hanging parts can be used for right and
left with Adjusting the mounting position!

Smoking goods

Stationery

You can change the right or left side by adjusting the hole position for the bolts.

Leather
maintenance
goods

How to attach the saddle bag with the hanging bracket

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Remove the bolts on the fender rail and
attach the mounting bracket. * Please refer to
the manual that comes with the product " how
to attach the mounting parts".

Hang the bracket on the motorcycle side
mounting bracket while adjusting the fixing
pin on the bag side to the hole position on the
bottom of the motorcycle side mounting parts.

Insert the R pin firmly into the fixing pin. Check
regularly to prevent the bag from flapping or
coming off.
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Hangstay for Sportster

Leather Saddle Bag with

Compatible with 2004-2020 models (as of July 2020)
* Except for XL1200CX, XR1200 and customized motorcycles

Genuine leather saddle bag that doesn't
bother the motorcycle styling. Degner's
mounting system makes the fitting much
easier.

SB-86ST

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag

￥45,000

Size：H31×W40×D14(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Materia：Cowhide
Color：Black
Accessories：Rain cover ×1,Bracket set ×1

XL1200X

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Our synthetic leather is well usable in
all weather, it is much easier to maintain
than real leather.

Coin case

Leather body
bag

DSB-9ST

Synthetic leather
saddle bag (for left)

￥36,000

Size：H29×W33.5×D14(cm)
Capacity：9ℓ
Materia：Synthetic leather
Color：Black
Accessories：Rain cover ×1,Bracket set ×1

Smart phone
case

XL1200X

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Comes with the special mounting
bracket that fits on the right side of the
motorcycle. If you would like align right
and left, you can use with DSB-9ST.

Textile body bag

Tank bag

leather
DSB-10ST Synthetic
saddle bag (for right) ￥36,000

Capacity：9ℓ
Size：H29×W33.5×D14(cm)
Color：Black
Materia：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Rain cover ×1,Bracket set ×1

Tail bag

XL883N

www.degner.co.jp

Sports double
bags
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A leather saddle bag that
can be coordinated with
the motorcycle in a variety
of color variations. A small
slanted shape fits your
iron horse.

XL1200X

Capacity

7

ℓ

9

ℓ

～

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather Saddle Bag 7 ～ 9ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

SB-83

￥36,000）

Leather Saddle Bag

Size：H28xW31xD15(cm)
Capacity：7ℓ
Materia：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Rain cover ×1,Bracket set ×1
Material：Black, Tan / Cowhide
Navy/Black, Red/Black / Italian leather
Color：Black, Tan, Navy/Black, Red/Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

XL1200X

Coin case

W650
Designed like a classical
briefcase, it suits the
motorcycle with an antique
atmosphere.

Leather body
bag
* The rain cover is not included.
* Please use the mounting
bracket when you install the bag.

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

SB-43IN

Leather Saddle Bag

Size：H33×W39×D12(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

￥27,000
Capacity：7ℓ
Color：Black

SB-58

￥29,000

Leather Saddle Bag

Size：H33×W39×D12(cm)
Material：Sheep
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

Capacity：7ℓ
Color：Black
Brown

FXDX

Water resistant
bag

Handcrafted woven leather shows
beautiful aging of vegetable leather.

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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SFSB-2

Leather Saddle Bag

￥42,000

Size：H27×W32×D13(cm)
Capacity：8ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Tan
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1
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Capacity

Leather Saddle Bag

FXBR

FXLR

ℓ

9

ℓ

～

7

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

A bag with an antique gold hardware that gives a classical
impression. The simple face without conchos go well with any
motorcycle.

SB-3IN

Leather Saddle Bag

￥22,000

The classic concho style suits any
motorcycle. Equipped with a helmet
holder on the side of the bag, one of the
useful details. *Please only use it for
parking situation. Do not use it while you
riding.

PRSB-3

Leather Saddle Bag

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

￥36,000

Size：H27×W34×D11.5(cm)
Capacity：7.5ℓ
Material：Black, Tan, Wine / Cowhide
Brown / Oil Leather
Color：Black,Tan, Brown, Wine
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Size：H27×W34×D11.5(cm)
Capacity：7.5ℓ
Material：Black / Cowhide
Dark Brown, Brown / Oil Leather
Color：Black, Dark Brown, Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

FXLR

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Z900

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

The capacity is 9L, compact
yet but enough for a daily
use.

The military looking logo is
done by the laser etching
technique.

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SB-76

Leather Saddle Bag

￥27,000

Size：H29×W33.5×D14(cm)
Capacity：9ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

SB-78

Leather Saddle Bag

￥19,800

Size：H32×W33×D13(cm)
Capacity：9ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Khaki, Beige
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

www.degner.co.jp

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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レザーサドルバッグ

容量

～

5.5 ℓ
5.5 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

HD-FXDX

Except for some products, most of them are universal products. Please check the fitting of the bag on your motorcycle and fix it
firmly (Please make sure it is stable during riding). Installation on your motorcycle is your responsibility.

×

SB-55

FITTING GALLERY

Coin case

When installing the bag, we recommend to use the mounting bracket. By fixing the attachment points, not only is it easy to install,
but also the bag can be stabilized when traveling. It is not only easy to install but also the bag can be stabilized firmly.
The pictures we show on this catalog are examples of the installations. The shape of the mounting part differs depending on the
models. It is very dangerous if the bag is installed unstably as the bag may fall off or be lifted by wind pressure.

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

HD-FXDX
×
SB-46/10L

HD-FXBR
×
SB-24/11L

HD-FXSB
×
SB-32/10L

YAMAHA-XV1900
×
SB-32/10L

HD-XL883N
×
SB-47IN/10L

HD-FXDX
×
SB-35IN/11L

HD-XL1200X
×
SB-35IN/11L

HD-FXDX
×
SB-59IN/12L

HD-FXDX
×
SB-57/11L

HD-XL1200X
×
SB-24CR/11L

HD-FXSB
×
SB-24CR/11L

HD-FXDL
×
SB-55/12.5L

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Capacity

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather Saddle Bag 8.5 ～ 10ℓ

～

8.5 ℓ
10 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

XL1200C × SB-32

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

XL1200N

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

FXDC
This is for the right side. It can be
paired with SB-60IN (P.16).

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

SB-75

Leather Saddle Bag

￥29,000

Size：H25×W39×D14(cm)
Capacity：8.5ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Short length is suitable for the side
which has a high-level muffler.

SB-32

Leather Saddle Bag

￥38,000

Size：H22xW42xD15(cm)
Capacity：10ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Tan
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

XL883N

XL883N

The Variable capacity saddle bag.
By adjusting the front belts, you can
reduce the thickness of the bag when
your luggage is minimum. Can be
paired with the SB-36 (P.20).

Short length saddle bag is suitable
for the side which has a high-level
muffler. The hanging part is shaped to
avoid blinkers.

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SB-46

Leather Saddle Bag

￥27,000

SB-47IN

Leather Saddle Bag

￥35,000

Size：H25×W39.5×D8.5 ～ 14(cm)
Capacity：5 ～ 10ℓ
Size：H22.5×W39×D14(cm)
Capacity：10ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Dark Brown Material：Cowhide
Color：Dark Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

www.degner.co.jp

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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XL1200C

XL1200N

Capacity

9

～

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather Saddle Bag 9 ～ 11ℓ

ℓ

11 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

The oil leather is selected for this
model. Both SB-50/50T have the
cut-out on the mounting part to
avoid blinkers.

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

The aging of vegetable tanned leather
is one of the charms, the more you
use it, the deeper color it gets. The PE
board on the back protects from the
damages.

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

SB-50T

Leather Saddle Bag

￥47,000

Size：H28×W36×D14(cm)
Capacity：9ℓ
Material：Oil leather
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

SB-50

Leather Saddle Bag

￥49,000）

Size：H28×W36×D14(cm)
Capacity：9ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Tan
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

FXDX

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

This saddle bag boasts the time
taking and handcrafted carving.
It is an absolute pleasure to own.

Water resistant
bag

FXLR

Textile body bag

* All carvings are handcrafted.
Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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SB-57

Carving Leather
Saddle Bag

￥79,800

Size：H30×W37×D14(cm)
Capacity：11ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Tan
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1
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The vegetable leather saddle
bag has beautiful shape the
belts. The width is narrow yet
still enough capacity.

Capacity

～

9

Leather Saddle Bag

FXLR

ℓ

11 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

SB-24

Leather Saddle Bag

Synthetic
Leather bag

￥42,000

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Size：H30×W37×D14(cm)
Capacity：11ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Tan
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

FXDL

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Same spec as SB-24 and the
leather has the embossed
crocodile pattern. For the
riders who want something
stand out.

Coin case

Leather body
bag

SB-24CR

Crocodile embossed
Leather Saddle Bag

￥45,000

Smart phone
case

Size：H30×W37×D14(cm)
Capacity：11ℓ
Material：Crocodile embossed
Color：Black
Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Key case
Key holder

XL1200N

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

This bag has the angled bottom
side to increase the ground
clearance when the motorcycle
is leaned.

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SB-70IN

Leather Saddle Bag

￥32,000

Size：H37×W27×D19(cm)
Capacity：10ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

www.degner.co.jp

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Capacity

11 ℓ
～

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather Saddle Bag 11 ～ 12.5ℓ

12.5 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

The Iron horse dressed in the embossed crocodile gives more
luxury feel to it.

SB-65CR

Crocodile embossed
Leather Saddle Bag

￥35,000）

Size：H28×W32.5×D14(cm)
Capacity：11ℓ
Material：Crocodile embossed
Color：Black, Blue, Red
Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

FXDL

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

The hang base avoids blinkers
so it is easy to install.

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

SB-35IN

Leather Saddle Bag

￥27,000

Size：H28×W32.5×D14(cm)
Capacity：11ℓ
Material：Oil leather
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

FXDB

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

Can be paired with SB-75
(P.13).

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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SB-60IN

Leather Saddle Bag

￥29,000

Size：H31×W40×D14(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Touring Bag & Leather Wallet & Leather Craft Collection vol.12

FXDX

Leather Saddle Bag

Capacity

～

11 ℓ

12.5ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

FLFB × SB-80

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

This bag has an angled bottom side to reduce the ground
clearance when the motorcycle is leaned.

Coin case

SB-80

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather body
bag

￥46,000

Size：H33×W37×D14(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black/Camel
Camel part:Italian Tuscan plant tannin tanned
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

FXSB

FXLR

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

Two lines on the
vintage looking leather
add sporty taste.

The width can be
adjusted for the
amount of your
luggage. Can become
flat when you have no
luggage.

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SB-59IN

Leather Saddle Bag

￥39,800

Size：H32×W37×D14(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

SB-55

Leather Saddle Bag

￥27,000

Size：H34×W36×D14(cm)
Capacity：12.5ℓ(max)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Dark Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

www.degner.co.jp

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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レザーサドルバッグ

容量

～

5.5 ℓ
5.5 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

HD-FXDX

Except for some products, most of them are universal products. Please check the fitting of the bag on your motorcycle and fix it
firmly (Please make sure it is stable during riding). Installation on your motorcycle is your responsibility.

×

SB-18

FITTING GALLERY

Coin case

When installing the bag, we recommend to use the mounting bracket. By fixing the attachment points, not only is it easy to install,
but also the bag can be stabilized when traveling. It is not only easy to install but also the bag can be stabilized firmly.
The pictures we show on this catalog are examples of the installations. The shape of the mounting part differs depending on the
models. It is very dangerous if the bag is installed unstably as the bag may fall off or be lifted by wind pressure.

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

YAMAHA-BOLT
×
PRSB-9A/13L

HD-FXDB
×
PRSB-9B/13L

HD-XL1200V
×
SB-37/13L

YAMAHA-XV1900CU
×
SB-18/17L

HD-XL1200V
×
SB-36/17L

HD-FXDX
×
SB-46/20L

HD-FLSTFB
×
SB-22/17L

HD-FXDL
×
SB-48CR/18L

HD-FLSTN
×
SB-29L/20L

HD-FLS
×
SB-30L/20L

HD-FXDX
×
SB-73/20L

YAMAHA-XVS400C
×
TB-3IN/2.5L

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather Saddle Bag

Leather Saddle Bag 13ℓ

Capacity

13 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

FXLR × PRSB-9A

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

FXBR

FXLR
You can carry the
saddle bag with the
shoulder strap.

The classic popular saddle
bag.

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

PRSB-9A

Leather Saddle Bag

￥49,000

Size：H30×W44×D14(cm)
Capacity：13ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Shoulder belt ×1, Rain cover
×1

PRSB-9B

Leather Saddle Bag

￥52,000

Size：H30×W44×D14(cm)
Capacity：13ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Tan
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Shoulder belt ×1, Rain cover
×1

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

FXDB

XL1200C

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

The tribal pattern by
laser etching.

The fringe and cruiser,
the famous best much.

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SB-37

Leather Saddle Bag

￥35,000（税 込 ）

Size：H34×W33.5×D19(cm)
Capacity：13ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Dark Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

SB-37D

Leather Saddle Bag

￥39,000

Size：H34×W33.5×D19(cm)
Capacity：13ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Dark Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

www.degner.co.jp

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Large capacity with the expanding system and
the back board of saddle bag with the cut out for
avoiding blinkers. By adjusting the front belt, you
can reduce the thickness of the bag when your
belongings are small.

XL1200N

Capacity

9

～

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather Saddle Bag 9 ～ 17ℓ

ℓ

17 ℓ
Can be installed without
relocating the blinkers.

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

SB-69

Leather Saddle Bag

￥32,000

Size：H35×W42.5×D12-15(cm)
Capacity：9-17ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black/Red
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

The width of the bag is
adjustable depending
on the amount of
luggage !!
The width can be adjusted
by tying flap belts. Can
make it flatter when you
have no luggage.

XL1200V

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

The popular saddle bag with
the expanding system. It can be
paired with SB-46 (P.13) on the
right side.

SB-36

Leather Saddle Bag

￥27,000

Size：H35×W42.5×D12 ～ 15(cm)
Capacity：9-17ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Dark Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Smoking goods

FXDL

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

Rich sheridan pattern by
laser etching.

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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SB-36D

Leather Saddle Bag

￥39,000）

Size：H35×W42.5×D12 ～ 15(cm)
Capacity：9-17ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Dark Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1
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Leather Saddle Bag

Capacity

～

9

ℓ

17 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

FXBR × SB-22

Synthetic
Leather bag

FXDX

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

The basket pattern
carving done by a
craftsman is on the
edge of flap.

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

SB-72

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather body
bag

￥52,000

Size：H40×W35×D18(cm)
Capacity：15ℓ
Material：Oil leather
Color：Black, Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Smart phone
case

FXLR

FLFB

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

You can enjoy the aging of
vegetable tanned leather as the
simple design.

SB-22

Leather Saddle Bag

Solid, robust and big. The
dignified appearance.

￥55,000

Capacity：17ℓ
Size：H30 × W44 × D14(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps × 2, Rain cover × 1

SB-18

Leather Saddle Bag

Tank bag

￥57,000

Size：H33×W45×D14.5(cm)
Capacity：17ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Tan
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

www.degner.co.jp

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Capacity

10 ℓ
～

Leather Saddle Bag

Leather Saddle Bag 10 ～ 20ℓ

20 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

FXSB × SB-48CR
The vegetable tanned hide
embossed with the crocodile pattern

Leather body
bag

The saddle bag with the
gorgeous crocodile emboss
gives more luxury feel on
your iron horse.

Smart phone
case

SB-48CR

Key case
Key holder

Crocodile embossed
Leather Saddle Bag

Size：H32×W44×D13.5(cm)
Capacity：18ℓ
Material：Crocodile embossed
Color：Black, Blue, Red
Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Smoking goods

Stationery

FLFB

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

This bag has the angled
bottom side to increase the
ground clearance when the
motorcycle is leaned.

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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￥63,000

SB-81

Leather Saddle Bag

￥55,000

Size：H33×W44.5×D14(cm)
Capacity：18ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black/Camel
Camel part：Cowhide (Italian Tuscan vegetable tannins)
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Touring Bag & Leather Wallet & Leather Craft Collection vol.12

Leather Saddle Bag

Capacity

～

10 ℓ
20 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

FXDL × SB-64IN

Synthetic
Leather bag

You can adjust the width of the bag
depending on the amount of luggage.

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

SB-64IN

Leather Saddle Bag

Large capacity with the
expanding system and the back
board of saddle bag with the
cut out for avoiding blinkers. By
adjusting the front belt, you can
reduce the thickness of the bag
when your belongings are small.

￥31,800

Size：H36×W44×D11.5 ～ 16(cm)
Capacity：10 ～ 20ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

FLFB

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

A big and useful saddle bag with three belts, the capacity of 20
liters, it is more than enough for 2 days trip even for souvenirs.
The basket pattern carving is handcrafted by a craftsman.

SB-73

Leather Saddle Bag

￥59,000

Size：H43×W45.5×D19(cm)
Capacity：20ℓ
Material：Oil leather
Color：Brown
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Capacity

12 ℓ
～

Leather Saddle Bag

Color Order Leather Saddle Bag 12 ～ 20ℓ

20 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

FXDX × SB-29L

Custom color order
You can create a special saddle bag with your own colorway at an
efficient price. You can choose from 2 bag designs and 5 colors of
leathers. For more detail, please feel free to contact us.

This new hanging parts get you can install our
saddle bags to many types of motorcycles.

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Our popular SB-29 / 30 are the base for the custom order.
Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

FXBR

SB-29

Leather Saddle Bag

￥60,000

Size：H38×W45×D16.5(cm)
Capacity：20ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

FXLR

SB-30

Leather Saddle Bag

￥47,000）

Size：H31×W37×D14(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

The color custom order costs just JPY 5,000 upcharge.

The lead time is usually around two and a half months. Please refer to the right page for the models and prices.

Textile body bag

Tank bag

base
Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Select the base design

Select the size according
to your motorcycledesign

Please choose from 5 colors,
Black, Tan,
Brown, Red and White

Touring Bag & Leather Wallet & Leather Craft Collection vol.12

Leather Saddle Bag

Capacity

～

10 ℓ
20 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Color Pattern Sample

Color Pattern Sample

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

SB-29M

Color Order
Leather Saddle Bag

Size：H31×W37×D14(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2
Rain cover ×1

￥54,000
Capacity：12ℓ
Color：
Choose from Black, Tan,
Brown, Red and White

SB-29L

￥65,000

Color Order
Leather Saddle Bag

Size：H38×W45×D16.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2
Rain cover ×1

Capacity：20ℓ
Color：
Choose from Black, Tan,
Brown, Red and White

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Color Pattern Sample
Color Pattern Sample

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

SB-30M

Color Order
Leather Saddle Bag

Size：H31×W37×D14(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2
Rain cover ×1

￥52,000
Capacity：12ℓ
Color：
Choose from Black, Tan,
Brown, Red and White

SB-30L

￥63,000

Color Order
Leather Saddle Bag

Size：H38×W45×D16.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2
Rain cover ×1

Capacity：20ℓ
Color：
Choose from Black, Tan,
Brown, Red and White

■ Please note that we can not accept returns of the custom order. ■ The color of the stitch is white.
■ Please download the order form from the Degner online shop or contact by Tel to Degner. TEL +81 (0)75-501-7137

DEGNER ONLINE SHOP

You can also access the page from
the QR code on the right .

www.degner.co.jp

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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レザーツールバッグ

Leather Tool Bag 1 ～ 3.5ℓ
FXDX

容量

～

1

ℓ

3.5 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

The leather product can be cherished for a
lifetime, we add the dynamic hand craft carving
to those and they will be your significant
accessory for your motorcycle

TB-5

Leather Tool Bag

Size：W30×Φ12(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

￥39,800
Capacity：2.5ℓ
Color：Black, Tan

FXDX

The Iron horse dressed in the embossed
crocodile gives more luxury feel to it.

TB-3CR

￥18,000

Embossed Crocodile
Leather Tool Bag

Size：W30×Φ12(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Embossed Crocodile
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

Capacity：2.5ℓ
Color：Black

FXDX

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

Easy installation using the
mounting straps on the back of
the main unit. Useful structure that
can change the direction of the
straps depending on the length
and width
and the application

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tool bag with enough capacity. You should
always carry the minimum tools in case for a
sudden trouble on your motorcycle. The big
concho makes your motorcycle] gorgeous.

TB-3G
Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather Tool Bag

Size：W30×Φ12(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

￥16,000
Capacity：2.5ℓ
Color：Black, Tan

TB-3IN

Leather Tool Bag

Size：W30×Φ12(cm)
Material：Black Cowhide
Dark Brown ,Brown Oil leather
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2
Color：Black, Dark Brown, Brown

Touring Bag & Leather Wallet & Leather Craft Collection vol.12

￥13,000
Capacity：2.5ℓ

XL883N

容量

～

1

ℓ

レザーツールバッグ

FXDX

3.5 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

TB-6

Leather Tool Bag

Size：H17.5×W28×D15(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

￥18,000
Capacity：3.5ℓ
Color：Black, Brown

TB-4CR

Embossed Crocodile
Leather Tool Bag

Size：W27×Φ9(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Embossed Crocodile
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

￥15,000）
Capacity：1ℓ
Color：Black, Blue

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

FXDX

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Capacity：9.5ℓ
Color：Black, Tan,Brown

Coin case

TB-4G

Leather Tool Bag

Size：W27×Φ9(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

￥14,000
Capacity：1ℓ
Color：Black, Tan

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

FXDX

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

TB-4IN

FXHR

Leather Tool Bag

￥11,000

Size：W27×Φ9(cm)
Capacity：1ℓ
Material：Black Cowhide
Dark Brown ,Brown Oil leather
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2
Color：Black, Dark Brown, Brown

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SB-19

Handle Bar Bag

Size：H13.5×W25.5×D7.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

www.degner.co.jp

￥13,000
Capacity：1.5ℓ
Color：Black

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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シン
セティック
レザー
Synthetic
Leather
サド
ルバッBag
グ
Saddle
～
～

Synthetic Leather Saddle Bag 9 ～ 22ℓ

Fabulous texture as well as leather

A saddle bag made by using the skills and techniques for leather saddle bags.
A luxurious feeling like genuine leather colors your motorcycle.

容量
Capacity

99 ℓ
ℓ

22
22ℓ
ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

XL883N × DSB-1

XL883N

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

The interference between with
the saddle bag and the blinker is
eliminated! Installation is possible
without relocating the blinkers.

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

FXDX

The bag board on the back side
is provided as the standard
equipment to reduce the damages
caused by interference with the
motorcycle.

Degner's one-touch fittings were
developed for our leather saddle
bags originally .Easy to open and
Close.

FXDX

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

By making holes in the back side,
the mounting position is risen and
more stable. The bottom is angled
to increase the ground clearance
when the motorcycle is leaned.

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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DSB-5

Synthetic leather
Saddle Bag

￥22,000

Capacity：15ℓ
Size：H39 × W36 × D22(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Mounting straps × 2, Rain cover × 1

This is a low height model
which is suitable for a highlevel exhaust.
Can be paired
with the DSB-5.

DSB-4

Synthetic leather
Saddle Bag

￥18,000）

Capacity：9ℓ
Size：H28 × W36 × D20(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Mounting straps × 2, Rain cover × 1

Touring Bag & Leather Wallet & Leather Craft Collection vol.12

シン
セティック
レザー
Synthetic
Leather
サド
ルバッBag
グ
～
Saddle
～

Capacity
容量

99 ℓℓ

22
22ℓℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

DSB-1

Synthetic leather
Saddle Bag

Synthetic
Leather bag

￥18,000

Capacity：9ℓ
Size：H28 × W36 × D14(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Mounting straps × 2, Rain cover × 1

XL883N

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

17L capacity, suitable for a long
touring.

DSB-2

Synthetic leather
Saddle Bag

Leather body
bag

￥22,000

Capacity：17ℓ
Size：H30 × W44 × D14(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Mounting straps × 2, Rain cover × 1

Smart phone
case

XL883N

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

The largest size in our
DSB series. Since the
DSB-1 to 3 have the same
design, you can select the
suitable capacity for your
purpose

DSB-3

Synthetic leather
Saddle Bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

￥25,000

Capacity：22ℓ
Size：H33 × W45 × D17(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Mounting straps × 2, Rain cover × 1

www.degner.co.jp

Tail bag

XL883N

Sports double
bags
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Synthetic Leather
Saddle Bag Tool Bag
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Synthetic Leather Saddle Bag /Synthetic Leather Tool Bag
XL1200N

This bag can be fitted to the muffler side.
Secure clearance with the muffler. It can
be paired with DSB-1 to 3.

DSB-8

￥19,000

Synthetic leather
Saddle Bag

Capacity：10ℓ
Size：H22.5 × W42 × D15(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Mounting straps × 2, Rain cover × 1

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

FLSTF

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

The advantages of synthetic leather are
maintenance-free and also high water

DTB-1

Synthetic leather
Tool Bag

Size：W27×Φ9(cm)
Material：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

￥9,800
Capacity：1ℓ
Color：Black, Brown

Smoking
goods
喫煙アイテム

FLSTF

Stationery
ステーショナリー

Leather

メンテナンス
maintenance
アイテム
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

It can contain essential items such as frequently
used tools and puncture repair kits.

DTB-2

Synthetic leather
Tool Bag

Size：W30×Φ12(cm)
Material：Synthetic leather
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

￥11,800

Capacity：2.5ℓ
Color：Black, Brown

Sports double
bags
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Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

Nylon American Saddle Bag

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

HD-XL1200X

Except for some products, most of them are universal products. Please check the fitting of the bag on your motorcycle and fix it
firmly (Please make sure it is stable during riding). Installation on your motorcycle is your responsibility.

×

NB-156

FITTING GALLERY

Coin case

When installing the bag, we recommend to use the mounting bracket. By fixing the attachment points, not only is it easy to install,
but also the bag can be stabilized when traveling. It is not only easy to install but also the bag can be stabilized firmly.
The pictures we show on this catalog are examples of the installations. The shape of the mounting part differs depending on the
models. It is very dangerous if the bag is installed unstably as the bag may fall off or be lifted by wind pressure.

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

KAWASAKI-W650
×
NB-1/12L

YAMAHA － XV1700PC
×
NB-1/12L

HD-XL883R
×
NB-1F/12L

HD-FXCWC
×
NB-1F/12L

HD-FLSTF
×
NB-1FV/12L

HD-883N
×
NB-3/10L

HD-FLFB
×
NB-177/32L

HD-XL1200X
×
NB-73/12L

HD-XL1200N
×
NB-96/14L

HD-FLSTF
×
NB-10/22L

KAWASAKI-ELIMINATOR
×
NB-42/26L

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

SUZUKI-BLUEVARD400
×
Sports double
NB-44/12L
bags
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Capacity

～

6

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

￥19,800

Size：H29×W25×D12(cm)
Capacity：6ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：Rain cover ×1,
Designated mounting bracket (with the bolt)×1

ℓ

12 ℓ

This 'Swingarm Bag' is for Sportsters. It comes with the mounting
bracket and it can be mounted safely and easily.
The 6L capacity is secured despite the limited shape along the
side cover and suspension. Compatible
with XL series since 2004.
The mounting bracket, SBS-3 (P.44)
can be purchased separately.

NB-124 Nylon Saddle Bag

Nylon Saddle Bag

Nylon Saddle Bag 6 ～ 12ℓ

Synthetic
Leather bag

XL1200X

*Compatible with the 2004-20 Harley-Davidson Sportster
(excluding XR1200 and XL1200CX)

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

A popular classic model, regardless
of motorcycle types. The double
zippers make the bag mouth wide
open, easy to access the luggage.

Coin case

Leather body
bag

NB-3

Nylon Saddle Bag

￥11,000

Size：H32×W26×D13(cm)
Capacity：10ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Smart phone
case

XL1200N

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

This saddle bag for rigid frames
keeps the rear area nice and clean.
The flexible zip adoption increases
capacity!
Useful detail for your daily use to
touring.

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

NB-73

Nylon Rigid Bag

￥14,000

Size：H35×W27×D13 ～ 17(cm)
Capacity：9 ～ 12ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1
		
Drink Holder ×1

www.degner.co.jp

Tail bag

FXSTS

Sports double
bags
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Capacity

8

～

Nylon Saddle Bag

Nylon Saddle Bag 8 ～ 17ℓ

ℓ

17 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

NB-131 Nylon Saddle Bag

￥14,000

Size：H30×W33×D12(cm)
Capacity：8ℓ
Material：PVC / Polyester
Color：Khaki
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Bag guard ×1

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

FXDX

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

NB-132 Nylon Saddle Bag

￥16,000

Size：H30×W45×D12(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Material：PVC / Polyester
Color：Khaki
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Bag guard ×1

FXDX

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

This nylon saddle bag
represents a military style.

Tank bag

NB-182 Nylon Saddle Bag
Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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￥18,000

Size：H33×W52×D16(cm)
Capacity：17ℓ
Material：PVC / Polyester
Color：Khaki
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Bag guard ×1
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XL1200X

～

8

Nylon Saddle Bag

Capacity

ℓ

17 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

XL1200X × NB-87

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

XL1200N
The interference between with
the saddle bag and the blinker is
eliminated! Installation is possible
without relocating the blinkers.

A popular classic model
regardless of motorcycle types.

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

NB-87

Nylon Saddle Bag

￥14,000

Size：H28×W33.5×D13(cm)
Capacity：11ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

NB-1

Nylon Saddle Bag

Leather body
bag

￥13,000

Size：H29×W37×D12(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

FXDB

FXDL

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

This bag can store
A4 size comfortably.
Flames patterns are
two types, black and
red.

Vintage processing is done by
hand.

Textile body bag

Tank bag

NB-1F

Nylon Saddle Bag

￥14,000

Size：H29×W37×D12(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black, Red
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1

NB-1FV Nylon Saddle Bag

￥14,000

Size：H29×W37×D12(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Vintage Red
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1
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Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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XL1200N

Capacity

12 ℓ
～

Nylon Saddle Bag

Nylon Saddle Bag 12 ～ 17ℓ

17 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Recommended for muffler
side.Increasing your luggage
capacity by attaching bags
on both sides

NB-44

Nylon Saddle Bag

￥14,000

Size：H21×W42×D14(cm)
Capacity：12ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

XL1200N

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

The popular fire pattern in our double bag range is transformed
into a single bag.

NB-96

Nylon Saddle Bag

￥15,000

Size：H27xW43xD16(cm)
Capacity：14ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1
Bag guard ×1

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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NB-156 Nylon Saddle Bag

XL1200X

￥18,000

Size：H33×W42×D16(cm)
Capacity：17ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1
Bag guard ×1

Dress up uniquely with this
studded skulls.
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Nylon Saddle Bag

Capacity

～

12 ℓ
17 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

XL1200N

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

The 100th product in our popular nylon bag series! This bag was
born from the 10 years feedbacks of our customers.

Leather wallet
Wallet case

NB-100 Nylon Saddle Bag

￥15,000

Coin case

Size：H33×W42×D16(cm)
Capacity：17ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black, Brown
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1
Bag guard ×1

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Comes with the PVC water resistance inner. If you
attach a rain cover, the effect will be doubled.

FXLR
NB-159WP Nylon Saddle Bag

￥18,000

Size：H33×W42×D16(cm)
Capacity：17ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1
Inner bag ×1 , Bag guard ×1

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Capacity

20 ℓ
～

Nylon Saddle Bag

Nylon Saddle Bag 20 ～ 32ℓ

A large capacity saddle
bag that can size up by a
flexible zipper.

32 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

NB-42

Nylon Saddle Bag

￥17,000

Size：H33×W42×D15 ～ 20(cm)
Capacity：20 ～ 26ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1

XL1200N

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

22L large body! Suitable for your
imposing big twin. The double
zippers make it easy to access the
luggage. This saddle bag is more
functional than it looks.

NB-10

Nylon Saddle Bag

￥16,000

Size：H34×W45×D18(cm)
Capacity：22ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×4, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1

FXDB

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

This capacity is single.
Powerful big size!

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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NB-125 Nylon Saddle Bag

￥20,000

Size：H34×W45×D20(cm)
Capacity：26ℓ
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Mounting straps x4, Rain cover ×1, Drink Holder ×1
Bag guard ×1
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FLSTFB

Nylon Saddle Bag

Dress up your motorcycle
in a military style double
bag!

Capacity

～

20 ℓ
32 ℓ

NB-177 Nylon Saddle Bag

￥30,000

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Size：Left /H33×W42×D14(cm)
Capacity：32ℓ
Right/H21×W42×D14(cm)
(Left:20ℓ・Right:12ℓ)
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Khaki
Accessories：
Rain cover×1set, Joint belt (long, short) each×1pc,
Rear support strap×1

FLFB

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

FXDL

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Simple double saddle bag.
Ample size for a three days and
two nights touring.

NB-4FB Nylon Saddle Bag

￥24,000

Size：Piece/H27×W43×D16(cm)
Capacity：28ℓ(Piece/14ℓ)
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Rain cover×1set,
Joint belt (long, short) each×1pc, Rear support strap×1

Coin case

NB-4B

Nylon Saddle Bag

￥26,000

Size：Piece/H27×W43×D16(cm)
Capacity：28ℓ(Piece/14ℓ)
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black,Red
Accessories：
Vintage Red
Rain cover×1set,
Joint belt (long, short) each×1pc, Rear support strap×1

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

FXDL

FXDC
Just put the joint belt in between
the seat and fender! Ample size
of 32L for long touring.

A double saddle bag that doesn't
interfere with the muffler side.

NB-43B Nylon Saddle Bag

￥27,200

Size：Left /H33×W42×D14(cm)
Capacity：32ℓ
Right/H21×W42×D14(cm)
(Left:20ℓ・Right:12ℓ)
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Rain cover×1set, Joint belt (long, short) each×1pc,
Rear support strap×1

NB-39B Nylon Saddle Bag

￥26,000

Size：Piece/H32×W43×D14(cm)
Capacity：32ℓ(Piece/16ℓ)
Material：PVC / Nylon
Color：Black
Accessories：
Rain cover×1set,
Joint belt (long, short) each×1pc, Rear support strap×1
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Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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FXDX

FXDX

Capacity

1

～

Nylon Saddle Bag

Nylon Tool Bag 1 ～ 3.5ℓ

ℓ

3.5 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Small yet very useful tool bag for
spanners, plugs and for a motorcycle
inspection certificate etc.

The mounting strap can be passed
every direction, so it can be mounted
as you like.

NB-89

￥5,600

Nylon Tool Bag

Size：W27.5 x dia 9 (cm)
Material：PVC
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

Capacity：1ℓ
Color：Black

NB-19

￥6,900

Nylon Tool Bag

Size：H19×W29×D10(cm)
Material：PVC / Nylon
Accessories：
Bagbase ×1, Rain cover ×1
Attached belt (short x 4, long x 2)

Capacity：3ℓ
Color：Black

FXDX

FLFB

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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The capacity of 3.5L can store enough tools,
take it to the touring anytime.

Dress up in military taste! An excellent bag
can store necessary tools.

NB-181 Nylon Tool Bag
Size：H14.5×W30×D13.5(cm)
Material：PVC / Polyester
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

￥7,200
Capacity：3.5ℓ
Color：Khaki

NB-24

￥5,700

Nylon Tool Bag

Size：H14.5×W30×D13.5(cm)
Material：PVC / Nylon
Accessories：Mounting straps ×2

Capacity：3.5ℓ
Color：Black
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Correspondence table for the bag guard installation.
Inserting a polyethylene board between the genuine leather extends the life of the saddle
bag. Please choose a bag guard fits your bag size.

The latest version of
the correspondence
table can be
checked on the
WEB.

BG-3

DSB-4,DSB-5,DSB-8,NB-3,NB-44,NB-73,SB-32,SB-43IN,SB-47IN,SB-58,SB-60IN,SB-70IN,SB-75,
SB-78,SB-82,SB-83,SB-84

BG-5

NB-42,NB-10,NB-125,SB-18,SB-29,SB-30,SB-36,SB-36D,SB-48CR,SB-54,SB-66,SB-69,SB-80,SB-81

BG-6

DSB-1,DSB-2,DSB-3,NB-1,NB-1F,NB-1FV,NB-87,NB-96,NB-100,NB-126,NB-132,SB-3IN,PRSB-3,PRSB-9A,
PRSB-9B,SB-22,SB-24,SB-24CR,SB-35IN,SB-37,SB-37D,SB-46,SB-50,SB-50T,SB-55,SB-57,SB-59IN,SB64IN,SB-65CR,SB-71IN,SB-72,SB-73,SB-76,SFSB-2

Guard for saddle bag

Bag Guard

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Just install it to the top case
with the attached doublefaced tape.

Just stick it on the point of interference
between the bag and motorcycle with
double-faced tape

BG-3

Bag Guard

XS

￥2,300（税 込 ）

BG-4

Lid cover
for a pannier case

￥9,500

Material：PVC / Polyester
Color：Black
* Suitable for Harley's genuine pannier case only
(Sales year in 1993-2013)

Size：H14.5×W14.5(cm)
Color：Black
Material：Cowhide/ PE Board
* Refer to the correspondence table for mounting
compatibility

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

BG-5

Bag Guard

M

￥3,500

Size：H33.5×W32(cm)
Color：Black
Material：Cowhide/ PE Board
* Refer to the correspondence table for mounting
compatibility

BG-6

Bag Guard S

￥3,200

Size：H26.5×W32(cm)
Color：Black
Material：Cowhide/ PE Board
* Refer to the correspondence table for mounting
compatibility
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Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Saddle Bag
Repair Parts

Saddle Bag Repair Parts / Rain Cover

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

SBP-1A

One-touch metal fitting
for SB

￥2,500

Size: Belt width 2.5cm
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
* Please confirm the design, the belt width and the color
before purchasing.

PRSBP-2

One-touch metal fitting
for SB

￥3,000

Size: Belt width 3cm
Color：Black, Tan,
Material：Cowhide
Brown
* Please confirm the design, the belt width and the color
before purchasing.

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

SBP-2A

One-touch metal fitting
for SB-3IN,SB-33IN,TB-3IN,TB-4IN

￥2,500

Size: Belt width 2.5cm
Color：Black,
Material：Cowhide
Dark Brown
* Please confirm the design, the belt width and the color
before purchasing.

SBP-2

One-touch metal fitting
for SB-3IN,SB-33IN,TB-3IN,TB-4IN

￥2,500

Size: Belt width 2.5cm
Color：Black
Material：Cowhide
* Please confirm the design, the belt width and the color
before purchasing.

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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SBP-3

One-touch metal fitting
forSB-35IN,SB-47IN

￥3,000

Size: Belt width 3cm
Color：Black,
Material：Cowhide
Dark Brown
* Please confirm the design, the belt width and the color
before purchasing.

SB-BELT

Attachment belt for SB

Size: 42cm ×1.8(cm)
Material：Cowhide

￥2,000

Color：Black, Tan,
Brown

* Above prices are for one belt.
* Please confirm the design, the belt width and the color
before purchasing.
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Saddle Bag
Repair Parts
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

NB-BELT

Attachment belt for NB

Size: Size: 42cm×1.8(cm)
Material：PVC
* Above prices are for one belt.

￥1,000

Color：Black

NBP-1

One-touch metal fitting
for NB

￥2,000

Size: Belt width 2.5cm
カ ラ ー：Color：Black
Material：PVC
* Above prices are for one-touch metal fitting.

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

NB-1R

Rain Cover for NB

Size：H34×W41×D18(cm)
Material：Nylon
* There is a drain hole.

￥1,500
Color：Black

NB-10R

Rain Cover for NB

￥1,800

Size：H72xW92 cm)
Color：Black
Corresponding :
Up to 67 cm for the bag top to bottom depth
Up to 87 cm for the bag left to right depth
Material：Nylon * There is a drain hole.

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

SBH-1

サドルバッグホルダー

Size：Base/H10.5×W27(cm)

￥4,500
Color：Black

Tank bag

Tail bag

Velcro adjuster / 17 ~ 31 (cm)
Material：PVC

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Saddle Bag
Mounting bracket
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag

Saddle Bag Mounting Bracket

Saddle Bag Mounting Bracket

R nine T Scrambler

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

XL1200X

All-in-one type of mounting
bracket works to mount the bag
without any hassle.

SBS-1

Harley-Davidson portsters
only Mounting bracket

￥9,800

Material：Steel
Color：Black
*Fits Harley-Davidson Sportster models from 2004 to 2020,
excluding XL1200CX and XR1200

Leather
maintenance
goods

XL1200X

Water resistant
bag

Harley-Davidson Sportsters only

￥14,000

Material：Steel
Color：Black
Accessories：Mounting bracket, spacer, bolt, instruction manual
(1 each) * BMW R nineT (For 2015-2019 models only / Not
compatible with Racer)
* Please contact us for after 2019 models.
July 2019
Current

* Caution The bags in the above list interferes with the tandem step due to the
size. Please be noted for customers uses the pillion foot steps.
* The Saddle Bag Support, SBS-2 for BMW R nineT is only compatible with
Degner's saddle bags listed in this compatibility table.
* To mount the bag, pass the upper hook of SBS-2 through the hole on the top of
the saddle bag. (The mounting straps are not required.)

Mounting bracket includes with
NB-124 nylon saddle bag.
Easy installation by simply
tightening together with the pillion
foot step. You can mount the bag
to the swing arm.

Textile body bag

Tank bag
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Mounting bracket for
BMW RnineT only

PRSB-9A/PRSB-9B/SB-18/SB-24/SB-24CR/SB-29L/SB-29M/SB30L/SB-30M/SB-57/SB-59IN/SB-60IN/SB-64IN/DSB-1/DSB-2/
DSB-3/SB-50/SB-50T

Stationery

Sports double
bags

SBS-2

correspondence table for SBS-2
saddle bag

Smoking goods

Tail bag

R nine T

Harley-Davidson
Sportsters only All-in-one
mounting bracket

SBS-3

Harley-Davidson portsters
only Mounting bracket

￥9,500

Material：Steel
Color：Black
Accessories：Support body, bolt x 2
* For Harley-Davidson Sportsters from 2004 to 2020
(Excluding XL1200CX, XR1200)

FXDX

SBS-4

Universalmountingbracket

Material：Steel
Size：H200×W136×D3.2(mm)
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￥4,800
Color：Black
Accessories：
Rubberx 1

HD-08033

HD-08003

Reliable quality, robust mounting bracket.
Excellent fitting. For safety use.
Model

Year

Color

Right
& Left
Right

Item number Retail price

HD-08070
Black
04-18Y For
Left HD-08071
Sportster
For Harley-Davidson Sportsters
Right HD-08072
Model
* Excluding XR1200 / XL1200CX.
Chrome plating
* Not compatible with genuine detachables
Left HD-08073
Solo Tour-Pak Mounting Rack
94-03Y For
Right HD-08028
Sportster
Chrome plating
Left HD-08029
Model
Right HD-08010
For Harley-Davidson Softail models
Left HD-08011
Black
* Excluding FXSTD / FXS / FLSTC / FLS /
03-17Y For
FXCW / C / FXSB.
* For left side, Part numbers are different
Softail Model
for 200mm and 150mm tires.
Chrome plating
* Not compatible with genuine detachables
Solo Tour-Pak Mounting Rack

For Harley-Davidson Dyna
model

Right

HD-08020

¥6,500

Left

HD-08021

¥6,500

--Docking parts equipped motorcycle:
... Bolt set “HD-08036” is required.
* Use an universal slide rail “HD-08040 / 1/4/5”.

Right
Left

HD-08022
HD-08023

¥6,500
¥6,500

Right

HD-08018

¥6,500

Left

HD-08019

¥6,500

13-17Y For FXSB

HD-08033
HD-08038
HD-08035
HD-08034

¥1,000
¥1,000
¥1,000
¥1,000

06-17Y For Dyna Model

HD-08036

¥1,300

* Exclusive for Docking parts equipped motorcycle
* Excluding FXDF / 06-08Y FXDWG / 15YFXDL.

FXDF / For 06-08Y FXDWG

HD-08037
HD-08039

¥1,000
¥1,000

* Required when using slide rail alone.

Black

06-17Y For
Dyna Model
FXDF / For Chrome plating
06-08Y
FXDWG
10-17Y For
Dyna Model

Black

10-15Y For
Dyna Model
06-17Y For
Dyna Model

Black

Left
Left

Right

04-18Y For Sportster Model
94-03Y For Sportster Model
03-17Y For Softail Model

Docking bolt set

06-17Y For Dyna Model

Smooth mounting by using slide rail.
Correspondence

Universal slide rail for left and
right
* Excluding XR1200 / XL1200CX.
* For FXD series up to 2005Y, blinkers
need to be relocated.

Color

Total length

Item number

Retail price

Chrome
plating

315mm Full length short

HD-08040

¥3,500

Full length 375 mm long

HD-08041
HD-08044
HD-08045
HD-08062

¥3,500
¥4,000
¥4,000
¥6,000

HD-08063

¥6,000

HD-08064

¥6,000

HD-08065

¥6,000

HD-08066

¥6,500

Black
Chrome
plating

Slide rail for 2006Y or later for Dyna
(* HD-08066, 67 is 15Y or later)
* When combining with the saddle bag mounting
bracket, the bolt set is required separately.
* Excluding
FXDF / 06-08Y FXDWG / FLD

Black
Chrome

FXDL

For 200mm tires (06Y-FXST / 07Y-FLSTF)

For 140 / 150mm tires (FLSTN / -05YFXST / -06YFLSTF)

FXDB

FXDWG

The docking bolt set “HD-08035” is required for the combination use with the slide rail.

¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500

Chrome

FXDF

Docking bolt set “HD-08038” is required for the combination use with the slide rail.

HD-08027
HD-08074
Left HD-08075
Right HD-08016
Left HD-08017

Right

Full length 315mm short
Full length 375mm long
Full length
Right
355mm
Full length
Left
355mm
Full length
Right
355mm
Full length
Left
355mm
Full length
Right
355mm
Full length
Left
355mm

HD-08067

Docking bolt set “HD-08034” is required for the combination use with slide rails

Color

18Y- FXBB
18Y- FXBR

Black
Black

FLS/FLSS/FXS

Black

04-18Y For
Sportster Model

Chrome plating

* Excluding XR1200
/ XL1200CX.

Black

08-17Y FLSTF/B

Black

FXDL 06-17Y,FXD
06-10Y,FXDC 0614Y

Black

Right
& Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left

Item number

Retail price

Right
Left

HD-07901
HD-07903
HD-08002
HD-08003
HD-08000
HD-08001
HD-08006
HD-08007
HD-08004
HD-08005

¥10,800
¥10,800
¥10,800
¥10,800
¥10,800
¥10,800
¥10,800
¥10,800
¥10,800
¥10,800

Left

HD-08009

¥10,800

Right
Left

Protection film
For preventing scratches
on the motorcycle tanks and fenders

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

For 200mm tires (06Y-FXST / 07Y-FLSTF)

Docking bolt set “HD-08034” is required for the combination use with slide rails

ETC case

When using the slide rails,

Accessories
Shift guard

--Docking parts non-equipped motorcycle:
Use the special slide rail “HD-08062-7”
Can not be used with Number Side Mount Kit “HD-01447”.

Leather wallet
Wallet case

The docking bolt set “HD-08037” is required for the combination use with slide rail.
Use an universal slide rail “HD-08040 / 1/4/5”

* Excluding FXSTD / FLSTC / FXCW / C / FXSB.

¥6,500

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods
HD-08040/HD-08041

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

HD-08064/HD-08065

All-in-one mounting bracket
Year / Model

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag

For 140 / 150mm tires (FLSTN / -05YFXST / -06YFLSTF)

06-17Y For
Dyna Model

FXDWG

The docking bolt set “HD-08033” is required for the combination use with the slide rail.
Can not be used with Number Side Mount Kit “HD-01444”.
Can not be used with Number Side Mount Kit “HD-01442”.

¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500

FXSB

FXDL

Remarks

HD-08025
HD-08012
HD-08013

13-17Y For
FXSB

FXD

Left

¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500
¥6,500

Saddle Bag
Mounting bracket

HD-08020/HD-08021

Water resistant
bag
For Harley-Davidson
Softail models after 2018

Textile body bag

Tank bag

HD-08003

Product name
Protection film
guard sticker

Size
Item number
305 x 400 x 0.2mm (1 sheet) 208-0851
305 x 200 x 0.2mm (1 sheet) 208-0852
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Retail price

¥2,600
¥1,500

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather ETC Case

Leather ETC Case

A genuine leather ETC case can store the ETC unit with the separate antenna. It is installed by tightening it
with the bolt onto a motorcycle. The ETC is also firmly fixed with a hook-and-loop fastener. Mounting straps
and a cable tie are included. The exclusive model for Harley-Davidson Sportsters are also available.

XL1200X

XL1200N

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag

ETC case for
Harley-Davidson
Sportsters, 20042020 year models
(except XL1200CX,
XR1200)

ETC case for
Harley-Davidson
Sportsters, 20042020 year models
(except XL1200CX,
XR1200)

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

SB-44

Leather ETC Case

￥8,900

Size：H9×W11.5×D4(cm)
Color：Black
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：
hook-and-loop fasteners tape × 1, protection sticker × 1,
rubber sticker × 1, cable tie × 2

XL1200N

SB-74

Leather ETC Case

￥8,900

Size：H10×W12.5×D4.7(cm)
Color：Black
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：
hook-and-loop fasteners tape × 1, protection sticker × 1,
rubber sticker × 1, cable tie × 2

XL883

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SB-42A
Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather ETC Case

￥9,000

Size：H14×W13.5×D5.5(cm)
Color：Black
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：
hook-and-loop fasteners tape × 1, Mounting straps ×2

SB-45

Leather ETC Case

Size：H9×W11.5×D4(cm)

￥6,400

Color：Black, Tan,
Dark Green
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：
hook-and-loop fasteners tape × 1, Mounting straps ×2
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Leather ETC Case

FLSTF

XL883

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

SB-27A

Leather ETC Case

￥8,500

Size：H10.5×W12×D6(cm)
Color：Black
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：
Mounting straps ×2, Rain cover ×1. String ×2

SB-34A

Leather ETC Case

￥6,600

Size：H10×W12.5×D4.7(cm)
Color：Black, Tan, Brown
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：
hook-and-loop fasteners tape × 1, cable tie × 2

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

MITSUBA MSC-BE51W/51/31 対応
MSC-BE700/700E

FXDX

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

※カービングは全て手彫りです

"JRM-11,21" made by Japan Radio Co.,Ltd.
is compatible

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SB-62

Carving Leather
ETC Case

￥14,000
Tail bag

Size：H10.5×W14×D5(cm)
Color：Tan
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：
hook-and-loop fasteners tape × 1, cable tie × 2

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Leather Accessories
for motorcycles

Leather Accessories for Motorcycles

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Lightning cables to connect the USB port
to smartphone is decorated by 4 leather
braids. It matches with Harley Davidsons.

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

A leather case can store a pair
of sunglasses and attach it to the
handlebar. It is also a good looking
accessory!

* To prevent the fall out of the smartphone,
use the cable tie to tie up with the cord to the
handlebar.

G-10

Leather braided lightning
code

￥5,500

W-112

Leather sunglasses case

Size：Length 50(cm)
Color：Black,
Material：Cowhide / Lightning code
Black / White,
Accessories：
Black / Red
Cable tie ×1, Assist leather parts ×1

Size：H8×W17×D4(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：
Cable tie ×2, Key holder ×1

Please DO NOT use while you are Vertically or horizontally
depending on the angle of
riding, can be used only for your
the handle.
motorcycle being parked.

If you want to enjoy the fringe
style, this grip cover is the easy
way to go. The 46cm The long
leather fringes flutter in the wind
is one of the custom standards.

￥8,000
Color：Black, Tan

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

DH-3
Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather sunglasses
holder

￥1,200

Size：H5×W6(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Cable tie ×2
* Installing around the handlebar with the cable tie.

CG-2

Fringe grip cover

￥4,500

Size：Free
Color：Black, Brown
(For handle grip around 11-13cm)
* Compatible with old and
Material：Cowhide
new Harley-Davidson
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softail models

Leather Accessories
for motorcycles
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

An exclusive key fob case for
Harley-Davidson Softail models.
You can organize the small key
in the back pocket.

Leather guard for engine guard to
prevent damages when falling. A hookand-loop fastener is used for easy
attachment and detachment.

* Mock is not included.

K-63

￥4,500

Leather key fob case

G-3

Leather guard for
engine guard

￥4,700

Size：H33(cm)
Color：Black, Tan,
Material：Cowhide
Brown
*Price above is for ONE piece not for the pair.

Corresponding key：
Compatible with key fobs after 2018 Softails
(Remote type only)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Tan, Black/Red

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

DH-5

A genuine leather holder
for a carrying gas can
of 500-1000cc. Easy
adjustment with belts on
both sides.

Leather carrying can
holder

￥11,000

(Inside dimensions)H20 ～ 22.5×Φ7.5 ～ 9.4(cm)
Material：Cowhide Color：Black/Crocodile , Tan
Accessories：Cable tie ×2, Fall prevention string × 1
* Carrying gas cans are sold separately.

Textile body bag

Genuine leather drink holder. It can also be used as a sunglass
holder.

DH-4

Leather drink holder

￥4,500

Correspondence: Up to 500㎖ bottle Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Tan, Darkgreen, Red
Accessories：Cable tie ×2,
* Attached around the handle with the included cable tie
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Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather Boots
Protection
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Leather Boots Protection

The back side has the rubber
piece for better grip and long
life. The elastic band hooked
to the heel holds the shit guard
well.

G-11

Leather shift guard

￥2,700

Size：H8.2×W14.5(cm)
Color：Black, Brown

A type of shift guard
that can cover up to the
toes.

G-9

Leather shift guard

Size：H13 *Inside dimensions：27 ～ 34cm
Color：Black, Brown

￥1,500
Material：
Cowhide

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

G-4

Leather shift guard

￥1,400

Size：H5×W11(cm)
Material：
Color：Black, Brown, Tan
Cowhide
* Compatible with less than 30cm outer size of boots

G-5

Leather shift guard

￥1,800

Size：H6×W13(cm)
Material：
Color：Black, Brown, Tan
Cowhide
* Compatible with boots outside dimensions of 30 cm or more

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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G-6

Leather shift guard

Size：H5×W11(cm)
Color：Black, Brown

￥1,800
Material：
Cowhide

G-7

Leather shift guard

Size：H5×W11(cm)
Color：Black, Darkbrown, Tan
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￥980
Material：
Cowhide

バイク用
レザーアクセサリー
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Leather Wallet
and
Leather Craft

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Leather wallet

Studs Leather Series

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

W-109

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather
long wallet

￥19,000

Size：H19.5×W11×D3(cm)
Material：Cowhide

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Color：Black, Black/Red
Bills pocket ×1、Coin purse×1、
Card pocket×16、Free pocket×2

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Using studs manufactured by Standard Rivet company. All
lace-up are hand-finished by our craftsmen.Wallets, cases, key
chains, ropes and lineups are enriched, and you can coordinate
with your favorite.

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

WC-7

Leather wallet case

￥14,800

Size：H28×W10.5×D4.5(cm)
Storage wallet size up to 22×29cm
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Black/Red

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

K-60
Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather key holder

Size：H16×W5.5×D2.2(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Black/Red

￥4,800

WR-14

Leather wallet rope

￥3,200

Collaboration of natural tanned cowhide and Italian leather. Leather
zip wallet with beautifully colored Italian leather on the surface and
natural tanned cowhide leather inside. Italian art embossed leather,
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Leather wallet

Leather Long Wallet

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Collaboration of natural tanned cowhide and Italian leather. Leather zip
wallet with beautifully colored Italian leather on the surface and natural
tanned cowhide leather inside. Italian art embossed leather, like cork,
can enjoy the texture and pleasure of appearance, and the appearance
changes by aging with a different expression from plain leather.

W-100

Leather long zip wallet

Size：H21×W10.5×D3(cm)
Material：Cowhide, Italian leather
Bills pocket ×2, Coin purse×1,
Card pocket×12, Free pocket×1

￥18,000

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Color：
Brown, Navy, Red, Green

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

W-99

Leather long zip wallet

￥19,800

Size：H21×W10.5×D3(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black/Black, Black/Red, Black/White
Bills pocket ×2, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×12,
Free pocket×1

Express traditional argyle pattern with
leather and stitching
Conscientious knit the leather of different colors by hand,
reproduce the argyle pattern by putting stitches on it.It reminds
the Argyll tone of England is very attractive. You can attached
the wallet rope, using D ring on the side.

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Leather wallet

Leather Long Wallet

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

* All carvings are hand-carved.

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

W-75

Carving leather
long wallet

￥36,000

Size：H19.3×W9.5×D2.5(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Wallet rope
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×10,
Free pocket×3

All hand carved by craftsmen.
The pattern is carved on the surface of the leather, and dyed
by the hand of craftsmen.If you look at it, You will notice the
difference of the unique expression of handmade by using
genuine leather.

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

* All carvings are hand-carved.

* All carvings are hand-carved.

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

A wallet with a beautiful fine pattern carved.
It's as if the leather was knitting like a basket
Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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W-87

Carving leather
zip long wallet

￥27,000

Size：H21×W10.5×D3(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
Bills pocket ×2, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×12, Free pocket×1

W-87P

Patina dyeing creates unique
unevenness by layering multiple layers of
color, creating an artistic shade. You can
feel the depth that can't be reproduced
with a single color.

Carving leather
zip long wallet

￥27,000

Size：H21×W10.5×D3(cm)
Color：Brown, Red, Blue
Material：Cowhide
Bills pocket ×2, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×12, Free pocket×1
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Leather wallet

Leather Long Wallet

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

A zip wallet with simple leather. The storage inside is excellent,
too.Using the D-ring on the side of the wallet, you can attach an
optional wallet rope or your favorite key ring. The zip-type wallet
features a wide opening that has high usability.

W-92

Leather zip long wallet

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

￥16,000

Size：H21×W10×D2.5(cm)
Color：Black, Navy,
Material：Cowhide
Red, Tan
Bills pocket ×2, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×6,
Free pocket×3, Ticket holder×1

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Middle size wallet easy to put
in your pocket.

W-95

Leather middle wallet

￥14,000

Size：H14×W9×D3(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×5,
Free pocket×2, Ticket holder×1

Compact and portable threefold wallet that also fits into
the inner pocket of a leather
jacket.

W-111

Leather wallet

￥9,000

Size：H10.5×W8.5×D3(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×3, Free pocket×1
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Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather wallet

Leather Long Wallet

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

W-90

Leather long wallet

Size：H19.3×W9.5×D3(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Wallet rope
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1,
Card pocket×10, Free pocket×3

￥19,000
Color：
Black/Red, Black/Tan,
Tan

Genuine leather wallet that thickness increases the presence.
The original design concho with the "DEGNER" gives unique
look.

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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W-9B

Leather long wallet

Size：H19.3×W9.5×D2.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Wallet rope
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1,
Card pocket×10, Free pocket×3

￥17,000
Color：
Black, Tan, Brown

Genuine classic leather wallet of using great material and very
good usability. The products that inherited classic bikers
fashion. The more you use it, the more you can enjoy the
change in facial expressions day by day.
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Leather wallet

Leather Long Wallet

The wallet of two colors combinations that
attracts people . A wide variety of colors.

W-33A

Leather long wallet

￥14,000

Size：H19.3×W9×D2.5(cm)
Accessories：
Wallet rope
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black/Red, Black/Tan, Tan/Brown, Green/Tan, Navy/Tan
Bills pocket ×2, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×8, Free pocket×4
Ticket holder ×1

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

A slim genuine leather wallet. Also
you can enjoy customize it by
yourself if you attached your favorite
wallet rope. * Wallet rope is not
included.

W-26

Leather long wallet

￥11,000

Size：H19×W9×D2.5(cm)
Color：Black, Brown,
Material：Tan / Cowhide
Tan
Black, Brown /Cow leather (oil leather)
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×6, Free pocket×2

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

A zip wallet that leaves an impact on
vegetable tanned cow leather with
crocodile embossed.

W-56CR

Embossed Crocodile
Leather zip wallet

Textile body bag

￥25,000

Size：H20×W10×D2(cm)
Color：Black, Blue, Red
Material：Cowhide
		 Embossed Crocodile
Accessories：Wallet rope
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×10, Free pocket×2
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Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather wallet

Leather Long Wallet

"Squarefeet" series is using
vegetable tanned leather
and High-quality products of
knitting leather like the basket
by craftsmen's hands. You
can enjoy the change in facial
expressions by aging.

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

SFW-3

￥14,000

Leather long wallet

Size：H19.5×W9.5×D3(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
* Wallet rope is not included.
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×10, Free pocket×2
Ticket holder ×1

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

The zip-type wallet
features a wide opening
that has high usability.

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

SFW-9

Leather zip wallet

￥14,000

Size：H20.5×W10×D2.5(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
* Wallet rope is not included.
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×6, Free pocket×3
Ticket holder ×1

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

The middle size wallet,
but a lot of storage
pockets are inside.
Enough equipment, such
as bills, card pockets, and
coin purses.

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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SFW-8

Leather middle wallet

￥13,000

Size：H14×W9.5×D2.5(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
* Wallet rope is not included.
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×5, Free pocket×4
Ticket holder ×1
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A zip wallet with a
diagram pattern with a
different design on the
front and back. The white
diamond pattern is an
accent in black base.

RACW-4

Leather zip wallet

￥14,000

Size：H21×W10.5×D3(cm)
Color：Black / White
Material：Cowhide
Bills pocket ×2, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×12, Free pocket×1

Leather wallet

Leather Long Wallet / Leather Money Clip

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

A money clip that can store your bills on
the back of the card pocket. On the back
side of the surface, coin purse is also
attached.

W-81

Leather money clip

￥7,500

Size：H9.5×W11×D2.2(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1, Card pocket×6

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

The simple money clip. Coin purse
is large and very useful.

W-83

Leather money clip

Size：H9.5×W11.5×D1.2(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Bills pocket ×1, Coin purse×1

￥6,900
Color：Black, Tan

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather wallet case

Leather Wallet Case
If you use the wallet case,
no more worry about
your wallet falling out
from your pocket when
riding a motorcycle.Simple
specification that only
passes through the belt.

* All carvings are
hand-carved.

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

WC-6

Synthetic
Leather bag

Carving leather
wallet case

￥18,000

Size：H26×W12.5×D6.5(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
*Storage wallet size up to H20×W10×D3.5(cm)

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

WC-5CR

Embossed Crocodile
leather wallet case

Size：H26×W12.5×D6.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide

Embossed Crocodile

￥11,000
Color：
Croco black,
Croco brown

WC-5

Leather wallet case

￥9,900

Size：H26×W12.5×D6.5(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
*Storage wallet size up to H20×W10×D3.5(cm)

*Storage wallet size up to H20×W10×D3.5(cm)

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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WC-1

Leather wallet case

￥9,500

Size：H26×W12.5×D6.5(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
*Storage wallet size up to H20×W10×D3.5(cm)

WC-2

Leather wallet case

￥12,000

Size：H21×W13×D6(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
*Storage wallet size up to H20×W10×D3.5(cm)
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Wallet rope

Leather coin case

Leather Coin Case

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

The perfect size of a zip coin case. it is using vegetable tanned leather.

W-85

￥4,600

Leather coin case

Size：H11×W12×D1.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide

W-93

Color：Black, Tan

Synthetic
Leather bag

Useful purse with a clasp.

レザーがま口
コインケース

Size：H9.5×W10×D2.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide

￥4,600
Color：Black, Tan

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

A horseshoe-shaped coin case .The shape of the diamond is impressive.

W-97

￥4,500

Leather coin case

Size：H8×W8.2×D2.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide

Color：Black / Black
Black / Red
Black / White

Coin case that is easy to take out and doesn't fall off the coin

W-96

￥4,500

Leather coin case

Size：H8×W8.2×D2.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide

Color：Black

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

A compact coin case with Hand-carved carving.

W-89

Carving leather
coin case

Size：H7×W8×D2.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide

Tank bag

Leather coin case made simply by one piece leather.

￥8,800

W-76

Color：Black, Tan

Leather coin case

Size：H6×W8×D2(cm)
Material：Cowhide
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￥2,700

Tail bag

Color：Black, Tan
Sports double
bags
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Wallet rope

Leather coin case

Wallet Rope / Leather Coin Case

Very useful wallet that coins, cards and bills are all fit in one.

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

W-55

Synthetic
Leather bag

￥3,980

Leather coin case

Size：H10×W12×D1(cm)
Color：Black/Purple, White/Blue

Material：Cowhide

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

WR-13

Caving leather
wallet rope

Size：Rope length 45cm
Material：Cowhide

￥5,500
Color： Tan

TMK-2

Leather wallet rope

￥6,600

Size：Rope length 52cm
Color： Tasman Brown
Material：American python leather / Cowhide

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

W-8R

Leather wallet rope

Size：Rope length 50cm
Color：Black, Brown,Tan

￥2,700

Material：Cowhide

WR-8

Leather wallet rope

Size：Rope length 45cm
Material：Cowhide

￥3,800
Color：Black, Tan

Textile body bag

Tank bag

SFWR-1
Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather wallet rope

Size：Rope length 48cm
* Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide
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￥3,500）
Color：Black, Tan

Wallet rope

Concho

Wallet Rope / Concho

W-9R

￥3,500

Leather wallet rope

Size：Rope length 50cm
Color：Black, Brown,Tan

Material：Cowhide

W-33R

Leather wallet rope

￥3,500

Size：Rope length 45cm
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black / Red, Black / Tan, Tan / Brown

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

WR-3

￥2,800

Wallet chain

Size：Total length 60.5 inside / 69.5 outside (cm)
Attached belt loop color:Black, Tan, White
Material: chain / metal, belt loop / cowhide
* Leather belt loop is included (please select a color)

WR-5

Wallet chain

￥2,400

Size：Total length 78(cm)
Attached belt loop color:Black, Tan, White
Material: chain / metal, belt loop / cowhide
* Leather belt loop is included (please select a color)

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

WR-3/WR-5/WR-6付属ベルトループ

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

WR-6

￥2,200

Wallet chain

Size：Total length 78(cm)
Attached belt loop color:Black, Tan, White
Material: chain / metal, belt loop / cowhide
* Leather belt loop is included (please select a color)

Key case
Key holder

WR-3 / WR-5 / WR-6 comes with the above belt loop.
When purchasing the above part numbers,
please select the belt loop color from "Black, Tan, White" .

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Morgan Concho

￥1,200

Degner Concho

￥600

Indian Concho

￥300

Snow Concho
(Large)

￥1,200

Snow Concho
(small)

￥300

Material：Alloy

Material：Alloy

Material：Alloy

Material：Alloy

Material：Alloy

Size：Diameter36mm

Size：Diameter24mm

Size：Diameter20mm

Size：Diameter38mm

Size：Diameter16mm
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Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather Day Bag

Leather Day Bag

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

W-39

Leather holster bag

￥14,000

Size：H26×W26×D7(cm) Waist size / 74-109(cm)
Color：Black, Brown, Tan
Material：Cowhide

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

W-32

Leather wallet bag

￥12,000

Size：H22×W33×D3(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
* The side is the length including the snap
Waist size / 79-107(cm)
Material：
Black / Cowhide. Brown / Sheep Leather(Belt/Cowhide)

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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W-27

Leather hip bag

￥16,000

Size：H28.5×W23×D4(cm) Waist size / 78-108(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：Cowhide( Oil Leather )
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Leather Day Bag
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

W-104

Leather sub pocket bag

￥5,800

Size：H22×W17.5×D2(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Brown, Khaki, Beige

Leather body
bag

Chose soft cow leather to give a fit around the waist. A leather
sub-pocket bag that can store all things

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Just attach the belt loop
and fits perfectly on your
waist. The more you use this
oil leather, you can enjoy
aging.

Just passing the belt through the
belt loop and fixing it with the
attached leg strap! The bag is stable
even when riding a motorcycle.
Because the metal fittings are not
exposed, you don't have to worry
about damaging the tank even if you
use the knee grip.

W-49

Leather holster bag

Size：H23.5×W15×D5(cm)
Material：Cowhide(Oil leather)
Accessories：Leg strap x 1

￥15,000
Color：Black, Brown

Textile body bag

Tank bag

5S-W2TA

Leather chalk bag

Size：H18×W15×D7(cm)
Material：Cowhide(Oil leather)
Accessories：Carabiner × 2
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￥9,500

Tail bag

Color：Black, Brown
Sports double
bags
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Leather Day Bag

Leather Medicine Bag

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

W-22CR

￥17,000

Crocodile embossed
leather medicine bag

Size：H20×W15×D5(cm)
Color：Croco Black,
* Body size above
Croco Brown
Material：Crocodile embossed Cowhide

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

W-22A

Leather medicine bag

Size：H20×W15×D5(cm)
* Body size above
Material：Cowhide

￥15,000

Color：Black, Tan

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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W-24A

Leather medicine bag

Size：H20×W15×D5(cm)
* Body size above
Material：Cowhide

￥16,000

Color：Black, Tan
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Leather Day Bag

Leather Day Bag

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

W-106

Leather Day Bag

￥23,000

A body bag made from genuine leather that can be enjoyed
aging.The opening is wide, so it's easy to put things in and out.

Size：H17×W39×D9(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Material：Cowhide
* Width is without D-ring and shoulder strap.
※ Storage size : 20 × 10 (cm)

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

W-105

Banana shoulder bag

￥18,000

Size：H25×W45×D1.5(cm)
Color：Black, Brown, Gray
Material：Black, Brown / Cowhide, Gray / Goat leather

Very Soft bag using genuine leather.
A smart appearance and a lot of storage. Perfect for everyday use!

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather Day Bag

Leather Day Bag

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

W-94A

Leather quilted
daybag

Size：H17×W27×D9(cm)
Waist size / 90-120(cm)
Material：Cowhide

￥14,000
Color：Black, Brown

A leather quilted bag using soft cow leather. It gives a sense of
classy. Leather pull is attached to the zipper, it is easy to open
and close even wearing a glove.

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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5S-W4T

Leather day bag

Size：H37×W18×D11(cm)
Material：Cowhide ( Oil leather )

￥16,000
Color：Black, Brown

A bag made by oil leather. You can enjoy aging more you use it.
Attached additional two pockets to put small things.
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Leather Day Bag
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Stylish appearance
with enough
capacity to store
your baggage.

SFW-1

Leather day bag

￥14,000

Size：Body/H17×W28×D5(cm) Strap length 74-128(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：Black Body/Cowhide, Brown Body/Sheep leather
Strap/Cowhide

W-86

Leather day bag

￥9,000

Size：Body/H17.5×W29×D5(cm) Waist size / 74-128(cm)
Color：Black
Material：Black Body/Goat leather
Strap/Cowhide

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Light and durable
goat leather
shoulder bag.

EC-2

Leather clutch bag

Size：H26.8×W14.8×D2.2(cm)
Material：Goat leather

￥14,800
Color：Black, Red

EC-3

Leather shoulder bag

￥19,800

Size：
Color：Black
Outer Dimensions / Height 30 × Width 16 × Depth 4.5 (cm)
Inner body dimension / Height 29.5 × Width 15.5 × Depth 4 (cm)
※ without shoulder strap
Material：Goat leather
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Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather Day Bag

Leather Day Bag

Wide open holster bag using
genuine leather. The main pocket
can store a lot as smartphones
and long wallets. Attached two
convenient free pockets.

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

W-101

￥18,500

Leather holster bag

Size：H23×W22×D7(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：Cowhide
Accessories：Waist strap × 1, leg strap × 1

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

W-102

￥19,800

Leather day bag

Size：H20×W35×D11(cm)
Material：Black, Brown / Cowhide
Gray / Goat Leather

Color：Black, Brown, Gray

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

A body bag with a significant
pocket design of wide open. Wide
adjustment range of strap, can be
used as a waist bag. It can be stored
more than it looks.

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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W-107

Leather day bag

￥19,800

Size：H24×W39×D11(cm)
Color：Black, Gray
Material：Black / Cowhide, Gray / Goat Leather
* Width is without D-ring and strap.
* Inner height and width: A5 size can fit in.
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Leather Day Bag

B-001

Leather waist pouch

￥16,000

Size：H20×W16×D7(cm)
Color：Camel
Material：
Cow leather (Italian Tuscan vegetable tanned) /
Italian cotton

B-002

Leather one shoulder bag￥29,000

Size：H32×W20×D7(cm)
Color：Camel
Material：
Cow leather (Italian Tuscan vegetable tanned) /
Italian cotton

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

B-003

Leather 2Way day bag

B-004

￥34,000

Leather tote bag

￥39,000

Size：H40×W35×D11(cm)
Color：Camel
Material：
Cow leather (Italian Tuscan vegetable tanned) /
Italian cotton

Size：H34×W26×D8(cm)
Color：Camel
Material：
Cow leather (Italian Tuscan vegetable tanned) /
Italian cotton

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

B-005

Leather backpack

￥49,000

Size：52×W30.5×D14(cm)
Color：Camel
Material：
Cow leather (Italian Tuscan vegetable tanned) /
Italian cotton

B-006

Leather 2-way
hip bag

￥34,000

Size：24×W28.5×D8.5(cm)
Color：Camel
Material：
Cow leather (Italian Tuscan vegetable tanned) /
Italian cotton

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

B-101

Leather tote bag

￥39,000

Size：H38×W31×D14(cm)
Color：Black, Brown
Material：American bison combination leather
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Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Smartphone Case

Leather Smartphone Case

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

A vivid color variations. Choose the soft leather
suitable for putting the smartphone.

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

F-4.0

Leather smartphone
case

￥4,700

Size：H15×W9×D2(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Effective inside dimensions：H14.5×W8×D2(cm)

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Color：Blue/Tan, Brown/Tan, Green/Tan,
Orange/Tan,Red/Tan

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Smartphone case and wallet
in one. Glossy camel-colored
leather.

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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F-3.0

Leather smartphone
case

￥8,500

F-1.0

Leather smartphone
wallet

Size：H14×W9.5×D3(cm)
Effective inside dimensions：H12.8×W6.8×D2(cm)

￥9,500

Size：H12.5×W8.5×D3(cm)
Color：Camel
Effective inside dimensions：H10.5×W6×D1(cm)
Material：Black/Cowhide, GreenDarkbrown/Goat leather, Cowhide Material：Cowhide
Color：Black、Green/Darkbrown
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Smartphone Case
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

Wrapped a leather strap around the concho and hold it. The
selected genuine leather changes appearance more you use
it.

F-5.0

Leather smartphone
case

Size：H14.5×W9×D2.5(cm)

￥4,700
Color：Black, Came
Tan

ETC case

F-2.0

Leather smartphone
case

Size：H15.5×W8.5×D2.5(cm)

￥7,600
Color：Black, Black,
Camel/White

Effective inside dimensions：H12.9×W6.5×D1.1(cm)

Effective inside dimensions：H13.2×W6.8×D1.3(cm)

Material：Cowhide

Material：Cowhide

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

The belt parts can be
adjusted to the required
size. There are two ways
to attach it to a belt loop or
to pass the belt through the
back

F-11.0

Leather smartphone
case

￥8,500

A smartphone case is attached to
the inner bottom, and a convenient
free pocket that also contains a card
case on the top.

F-8.0

Leather smartphone
case

￥9,500

Size：H13.5×W7.5×D3.5(cm)
Color：Tan / Brown
Effective inside dimensions：H13.5×W7×D2(cm)

Size：H12×W16×D3.5(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
Effective inside dimensions：H7.3×W13.5×D1.5(cm)

Material：Cowhide

Material：Cowhide
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Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather Key Case

Leather Key Case

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Key case with rich color variations. Large smart keys such
as of car can also be stored. The same color variation as
K-51, good combination.

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

* The smart key photo is Prius/TOYOTA. Please confirm the size
when storing the smart key.

ETC case

K-62

Accessories
Shift guard

￥4,500

Leather key case

Size：H11×W7×D2.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black/Red, Black/Orange, Black/Blue,
Tan, Red/White

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Hand carved key case. Inside is
four key base . There is a card
pocket on the left side.

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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SFK-1

Leather key case

Size：H10×W6.5×D3(cm)
Material：Cowhide

￥5,200
Color：Black, Tan

K-52

￥12,500

Carving
Leather key case

Size：H11.5×W7.5×D2.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide
* All carvings are handcrafted.

Color：Black, Tan
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Leather Key Case
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

Conscientious knit the leather of
different colors by hand, reproduce the
argyle pattern by putting stitches on it.

K-58

Leather key case

Size：H11.5×W6.3×D2.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide

￥8,300
Color：Black / White

A Classical leather key case.

RACK-1

Leather key case

￥4,700

Size：H16.5×W7×D3(cm)
Color：Black / White
* Including metal fittings Material：Cowhide

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

K-50

Leather keychain

￥1,200

Size：H12.5×W2.8(cm) * Including metal fittings

Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Brown, Tan

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

TMK-1

Leather key case

￥6,600

Size：H11×W7×D1.5(cm)
Color：Tasman Brown
Material：American bison leather/Cowhide

K-22

Leather keychain

￥2,800

Size：H14×W1.7(cm) * Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide
Color：Red, White
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Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather Key Holder

Leather Key Holder

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Sheridan-style hand-carved craft will be the accent on the waist.
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

K-46

Carving Leather
keychain

￥4,500

Size：H15×W5.5(cm)
Color：Black, Tan
* Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide * All carvings are handcrafted.

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

KV-6

Leather keychain

￥1,200

Size：H12×W2.6(cm) * Including metal fittings
Material：Black、Tan / Cowhide,
Brown/Cowhide ( Oil lether ),
Vintage black,Vintage brown /Cowhide
Color：Black, Brown, Tan , Vintage black,Vintage brown

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

K-18

Leather keychain

Size：H12×W3.6(cm) * Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black / Red, Black / Tan, Tan / Black, Tan / Brown,
White /Black

Sports double
bags
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￥2,500
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KV-7

Leather keychain

￥900

Size：H11.7×W3(cm) * Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide
Color： Black/Blue, Black/Green, Black/Orange,Black/Red, Tan

Leather Key Holder

Leather Key Holder / Vest Extention

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

K-51

Leather keychain

￥1,200

Size：H12.3×W2.3(cm)
* Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide
Color： Black/Blue, Black/Green, Black/Orange,
Black/Red, Black/White, Black/ Yellow,
Red/White, Tan/Black

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

【Compatible with jumper hook 7050】

A leather vest extension that is convenient for adjusting the size when wearing a vest
over a leather jacket and preventing flapping when running with the vest open. You can
also customize it by changing volume.

※ It may not be
attached to other
companies' products
or overseas hooks.
Please confirm.

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

KV-8

Leather vest
extension

Size：About Length 16(cm)
Material：Cowhide

￥1,900
Color：Black

KV-9

Leather vest
extension

Size：About Length 25(cm)
Material：Cowhide

www.degner.co.jp

￥2,800

Tail bag

Color：Black
Sports double
bags
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Leather Key Holder

Leather Key Holder

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Pull snap pinch the head with your
finger to unlock. It's easy to remove
and secures more than a regular
snap button.

K-28

Leather glove holder

Size：H21.5×W4(cm)
Material：Cowhide

￥3,800
Color：Black, Tan

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Easy two steps. Just fasten the holder
to the belt and pinch the glove.

Design Registration
No. 1418230

K-23

Leather glove holder

Size：H13.5×W5(cm)
* Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide

￥1,800
Color：Black, Tan

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Using a natural tanned cow leather. Shoe Horns
that can carry as key holder.

Tank bag

K-29
Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather shoe horn

Size：H16×W5(cm)
* Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide

￥1,800
Color：Black, Tan
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Leather Key Holder
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

A very small but convenient item that holds the caps,to tie a cap,
just make the snap through the mouth of the mascot.

K-26

It is convenient to be able to hang
a plastic bottle on the waist.

￥950

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Size：H14.5×W3.5(cm) * Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Navy, Red,Tan

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

It is convenient to be able to hang a plastic bottle on the waist.

KV-2

Leather plastic bottle
holder

￥950

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Size：H13.5×W5(cm) * Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Black/Orange, Red,Tan

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

K-32

Leather lighter case

￥1,200

Size：H14×W4.2×D2(cm) * Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide
Color：Croco Blue,Croco Red

Tail bag

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Smoking goods

Leather IQOS Case / Ashtray Case / Zippo Case

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

A dedicated genuine leather
case can store IQOS and a
heat stick as a set. No need to
search inside the bag.
You can choose from two ways
to attach it, using a belt loop to
hang it or attaching directly to
the belt.

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

W-91

Leather IQOS case

Size：H13.5×W8.3×D5.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Red, Tan

￥5,500

A must-have item for
smokers, a portable
ashtray is usable by
attaching it to a belt
loop or bag. Portable
ashtrays can be
replaced.

ZC-6

￥3,300

Leather ashtray case

Size：H9.5×W9.2(cm)
Material：Cowhide

Color：Black

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather oil lighter case

ZC-5

Leather oil lighter case

￥3,000

Size：H12.5×W5.5×D2.5(cm) * Including metal fittings
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black, Green, Crocco Brown
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Stationery

Leather Stationary

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

EC-4

Leather book cover

Size: Height 155mm Width 240mm
Color：Blue, Brown, Navy

￥3,600
Material：
Goat leather

W-40

Leather case
for compact digital camera

￥8,500

Size：H13×W7.5×D3.5(cm)
Color：Black / Red
Effective inside dimensions：H11×W6×D2.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Genuine leather business card case can be used for a long time. Because
there is a gusset in the width, up to about 80 business cards can be held.

W-66

Leather
business card case

￥4,500

W-69

Leather
business card case

Size：H7×W10.3×D2.8(cm)
Material：Cowhide

Size：H7×W10.3×D2.8(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Brown, Green, Wine

￥5,500
Color：Black

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Business card holder made of natural tanned cowhide leather.
Not only for business scenes, but also for an event pass holder.
Tank bag

C-4

Leather pass holder

￥4,500

Size：H10xW7.2(cm)
Material：Cowhide
Color：Black / Red, Green / Brown, Croco Black, Croco Black

C-3

Leather
business card holder

Size：H7.5×W12.5(cm)
Material：Cowhide

www.degner.co.jp

￥3,600
Color：Tan

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Maintenance
Items

Leather Maintenance Items

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

Waterproof Bag

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Water
resistant bag

Water Resistant Bag 2.5 ～ 30ℓ

Capacity

～

2.5 ℓ
30 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

* Storage image

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

Small but sufficient capacity. It
becomes a shoulder bag using
the attached shoulder strap and
also as an inner bag.

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

NB-168

Waterproof dry bag

￥2,700

Size：H32×Φ20(cm)
Capacity：10ℓ
Material：PVC
Color：Clear black,
Accessories：Shoulder strap × 1
Clear Orange
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

NB-169

Waterproof dry bag

￥3,200

Size：H32×Φ20(cm)
Capacity：10ℓ
Material：TPU
Color：Black, Gray,
Accessories：Shoulder strap × 1
Khaki
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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NB-157

Waterproof waist bag

￥4,600

Size：H19×W30×D9(cm)
Capacity：2.5ℓ
* Waist strap size up to 120cm
Color：Black, Gray,
Material：TPU
Khaki
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

The two waterproof pockets can
store your items separately. Easy
adjustable buckle to fit your body
snugly.
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Water
resistant bag
Capacity

～

2.5 ℓ
30 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

NB-121

Perfect for everyday activities as well as outdoor activities. Part
of the camouflage is a reflector print.

Waterproof waist bag

￥4,800

Size：H13×W26×D7(cm)
Capacity：2.6ℓ
Material：Polyester / PVC
Color：Black camo, Red camo, Yello camo
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

NB-122
Waterproof bag with a large capacity
of 30L that can be used in any scene
from motorcycle use to commuting in
rainy weather.

Waterproof bag

￥9,000

Size：H50×W34×D18(cm)
Capacity：30ℓ
Material：Polyester / PVC
Color：Black camo, Red camo, Yello camo
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

NB-91

Waterproof messenger
bag

￥5,600

Size：H20×W36×D10(cm)
Capacity：11ℓ
Material：Nylon / PVC
Color：Beige, Orange
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.
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Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Water
resistant bag

Water Resistant Bag 8 ～ 18ℓ

Capacity

～

8

ℓ

18 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

One shoulder bag with high
waterproofness. The thick shoulder strap
reduces the burden on your shoulder.

NB-105

Waterproof one shoulder
bag

￥6,900

Size：H38×W20×D11(cm)
Capacity：8ℓ
Material：Polyester / Cotton / PVC
Color：Gray
Accessories：Sub strap × 1
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

NB-103

Waterproof bag

￥7,900

Size：H44×W31×D11(cm)
Capacity：16ℓ
Material：Polyester / Cotton / PVC
Color：Gray
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

The capacity of 16L is good for daily use. Thick shoulder straps
reduce shoulder strain. A zip pocket is provided on the side for
convenient storage of frequently used items.

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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NB-104

Waterproof one
shoulder bag

￥6,900

Size：H31×W38×D15(cm)
Capacity：18ℓ
Material：Polyester / Cotton / PVC
Color：Gray
Accessories：Sub strap × 1
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

Not only for outdoor use, but also notebooks and A4 size
documents can be held without folding, so it is good for
everyday use.
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Water
resistant bag

ワンショルダー

Capacity

～

8

ショルダー バック

ℓ

18 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

NB-45

Waterproof bag

￥4,500

Size：H44×W26×D11(cm)
Capacity：10ℓ
Material：Polyester / PVC
Color：Black, Camo, Marine camo
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Roll top waterproof bag. Can be used as a backpack or oneshoulder by changing the strap.

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Water
resistant bag

Water Resistant Bag 25 ～ 30ℓ

Capacity

～

25 ℓ
30 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

25L with side pockets on both sides. The
shoulder strap can be stored on the back
space.

NB-83

Waterproof bag

￥5,400

Size：H50×W28×D16(cm)
Capacity：25ℓ
Material：Polyester / PVC
Color：Black/Gray, Black/Orange, Camo/Black,
Digicamo, Black/Digicamo
* This product is not completely waterproof due
to the construction.

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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NB-130

Waterproof bag

￥8,500

Size：H55×Φ26(cm)
Capacity：25ℓ
Material：TPU
Color：Black
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

The large 25L waterproof tube backpack. The shoulder straps
can be attached and detached using a hook-and-loop fastener.
This bag can be fixed to motorcycle with your arrangement by
passing an elastic cord through a D ring on the front of the bag.
The bag body adopts tarpaulin and is the best bag for outdoor.
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Water
resistant bag
Capacity

～

25 ℓ
30 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

A standard waterproof bag with a large
capacity of 30L can be used in any scene from
motorcycle use to rainy commute.

NB-12

Waterproof bag

￥5,900

Size：H50×W34×D18(cm)
Capacity：30ℓ
Material：Polyester / PVC
Color：Black, Camo, Khaki, Marine camo
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

The logo print on the
front is a reflector for
the night visibility.
Convenient for
everyday use.

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

NB-12C

Reflector
Waterproof bag

￥5,900

Size：H50×W34×D18(cm)
Capacity：30ℓ
Material：Polyester / PVC
Color：Black
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Waterproof bag from Kazan brand. A
Kimono fabric designed like an obibelt on the front. The kimono fabric is
processed with vinyl chloride so has
water repellency.

NB-12K

"KAZAN"
Waterproof bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

￥9,800

Size：H50×W34×D18(cm)
Capacity：30ℓ
Material：Polyester / Kimono fabric / PVC / Cowhide
Color：Black / Kyozakura
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the construction.
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Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Water
resistant bag

Water Resistant Bag 40 ～ 45ℓ

Capacity

～

40 ℓ
45 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

NB-115

Waterproof boston bag

￥8,900

Size：H34×W50×D28.5(cm)
Capacity：40ℓ
Material：Polyester / PVC
Color：Black, Camo / Black
Accessories：
Shoulder strap x 1, Touring cord x 2
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

The top of the bag opening has
a simple design, folds the top
and fastens with a plastic buckle.
The side has a waterproof zipper
which allows access to the lower
luggage.

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

The top of the bag opening has a simple design,
folds the top and fastens with a plastic buckle. The
side has a waterproof zipper which allows access to
the lower luggage.

NB-25

Big one shoulder bag

Size：H34×Φ31(cm)
Material：Polyester / PVC

￥5,900

Capacity：45ℓ
Color：Khaki

Sports double
bags
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Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag

Backpack & Daypack

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Textile back pack

Nylon Backpack / Nylon Daypack

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Easy to put your belongings in and out with the flap
opens outward. The structure protects your stuff not to
roll off or be seen. More storage capacity than it looks!
Equipped with a retractable plastic bottle holder in
addition to 4 pockets!

NB-179

Hip bag

Size：H20×W28×D15(cm)
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Navy, Marine camo

￥6,900

Capacity：5.5ℓ

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Easy backpack can hold a full
face helmet. When not in use, pull
the draw cord to make it as small
as it can get, becomes only 15cm
diameter.

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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NB-32

￥2,800

Compact backpack

Size：H53×W43×D15(cm)
Material：Polyester / Ripstop
Color：Pink/Green
* Withstand load up to 2kg

Capacity：25ℓ

Touring Bag & Leather Wallet & Leather Craft Collection vol.12

You can pack whole bag in the
zipper on the upper front to
make it portable size.

Textile back pack

Easy peasy Backpack

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

NB-163

Compact backpack

Size：H45×W30×D15(cm)
+ Helmet pocket

￥4,500

A helmet pocket is stored in the
front pocket. To use this helmet
pocket, just one step of connecting
the top buckle! The shoulder strap
is thick and makes less burden on
your shoulder.
* Motocross helmets are not able
to be stored.

Capacity：20ℓ
*
Withstand load up to 2kg

Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Khaki, Graycamo

Can be fold compactly.
Portable helmet bag
The Degner's logo
is on the left side.

m
el

Stationery

et p

Leather
maintenance
goods

e rf e c tl y

Water resistant
bag

.

Helmet bag

Size：Free Size
Material: Elastic fabric
Accessories: Shoulder strap X 1

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

A soft elastic material is chosen. This helmet bag is easy to
carry as it can be compactly packed in the pouch attached to the
inside.* Motocross-helmets are not able to store.

NB-161

Coin case

Smart phone
case

ポ
サ ケッ
イ タ
ズ ブ
に ル
！
！

f u ll fa c e h

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Leather body
bag

HELMET BAG
NB-161
s
F it

Accessories
Shift guard

￥2,700

Color：Black

Equipped with a
pocket at the bottom.
If you keep a piece
of cloth, cleaning the
helmet will be easy ♪

If you attach the
strap to the D-ring,
it can become a
shoulder bag!
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Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Textile back pack
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

Nylon Backpack / Nylon Daypack

When you use the bag with a wire lock, the rain cover, a
helmet and wheels can be locked together. Shower cap style
is easy and convenient and can cope with sudden rain.

NB-140A

Rain cover for helmet

￥1,500 税 込 ）

Size：H32×W31×D38(cm)
Material：Polyester / PVC
Color：Black
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

A bag made to store a helmet. Full face helmet can be stored
easily. Can be attached to our waterproof bags, NB-12 / NB-45
/ NB-83 / NB-103 / NB-122 / NB-12K. Just hook four snaps on
the D-ring of the bag.
対応品番

Smoking goods

Stationery

NB-106

Textile body bag

Sports double
bags
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Color：Black

The necessary and sufficient
luggage is stored neatly. You
can use it as a holster bag with
the leg strap. The rain cover
stored on the back is sewn to
the main body, so there is no
need to worry about being blown
away by the wind
while riding.

Water resistant
bag

Tail bag

￥2,500

Helmet bag

Size：H28×W27×D33(cm)
Material：Polyester

Leather
maintenance
goods

Tank bag

NB-12(P.89)、NB-45(P.87)、NB-83(P.88)、
NB-103(P.86)、
NB-122(P.85)、NB-12K(P.89)

NB-86

Holster & tail bag

￥4,500

Size：H22×W15×D6(cm)
Capacity：1.7ℓ
Material：Nylon / Polyester
Color：Black
Accessories：
Mounting strap X 2, Reg strap X 2, Rain cover X 1
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Nylon Tank Bag,
Seat Bag & Side Bag
Textile tank bag
Textile tail bag
Textile side bag
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Tank bag

Belt Tank Bag / Sucker Tank Bag 1.4 ～ 8.4ℓ
MT-09

Capacity

～

1.4 ℓ
8.4 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

Since the mounting base can be attached to any
material of the tank, it can be installed on any style
of motorcycle. A new design of the base includes
the detail of avoiding a filler cap. The bag and base
are connected by buckles so when refueling, simply
remove the bag with one touch.

NB-141

Fixing base tank bag

￥11,500

Size：H32×W22×D21(cm)
Capacity：8.4ℓ
Material：Ballistic polyester / neoprene
Color：Black/Red piping
Accessories: Mounting base x 1, Clear top rain cover x 1
* This product is an universal product. We recommend fittings
before purchase.

ETC case

Easy installation! How to attach the tank bag
STEP 2

STEP 1

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

The back side of the mounting
base is made of neoprene material.
Minimal displacement when the
tank bag is attached, ensuring a
stable fit.

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

NB-147

Fixing base tank bag

At first, put the base on the
tank temporarily. Pass each
straps of the base through the
non-movable part, fix them
with the adjustable buckles.
Connect the base and the
buckle of the main body to
complete the installation.

STEP 3

￥9,800

Size：H28×W19×D16(cm)
Capacity：5ℓ
Material：Ballistic polyester / neoprene
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories: Mounting base x 1, Clear top rain cover x 1
* This product is an universal product. We recommend fittings
before purchase.

Check the video for installation!
You can see more detailed installation on
videos by reading the QR code.

Stationery

THUNDERBIRD

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Quick detach with an easy action. Simply install the
included clamp strap around the handle and rotate
the pouch 90 degrees. Equipped with a one-touch
open / close coin case, so you don't have to worry
about rushing at a toll booth.

NB-35

Handle pouch

￥4,700

Size：H13.5×W20×D3.5(cm)
Color：Black
Material：Polyester
Accessories: Clamp mounting strap × 1, Clear top rain cover × 1,
Drop-off prevention strap × 1
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Tank bag

CB1300SB SP

Capacity

～

1.4 ℓ
8.4 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

When you store the suction
cups on the back, it can be
turned into a waist pouch and
with using a fall-prevention
strap, it can be turned into
a shoulder bag. Even after
getting off the motorcycle,
you can carry it smartly.

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Small but there are many
partitions, so it can be
stored according to your
application.
Suction cups are
replaceable so you
can use this bag for
a long time!

NB-180

Sucker type tank pouch

￥5,400

Size：H13×W18×D8(cm)
Capacity：1.5ℓ
Material：Nylon
Color：Black, Black/Red piping, Blue, Red
Accessories: Fall prevention strap x 1

GSX1100S
KATANA

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
■ Clear pocket for smartphone
※ Effective inner dimension about H160 × W80 × D10mm

Smart touch

* Depending on the protective film, your smartphone may not
respond. Please check before purchase.

Textile body bag

Clear top that can store a smartphone with
a hard case. Supports your touring with
current location / route confirmation.

NB-142

Water resistant
bag

Sucker type tank bag

￥4,600

Size：H23.5×W13×D5.5(cm)
Capacity：1.4ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories：Clear top rain cover x 1, Fall prevention strap
x1

www.degner.co.jp

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Tank bag

Tank Bag 2.7 ～ 8ℓ
CB400SF

Capacity

～

2.7 ℓ
8

ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

Navi tank bag that can be attached
freely. The clear film fits the touch panel
perfectly. Can be used as a waist bag
with a fall-off prevention strap.

NB-18

Sucker type tank bag
for navigation

￥3,800

Size：H12×W18×D3(cm)
Color：Black
* Excluding suction cup parts
Material：Polyester
Accessories:
Hook and loop clamp strap x 1,
Clear top rain cover x 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1

CB400SF

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Tank bag equipped with replaceable
suction cups. There is a pocket can be
opened in one action under the clear top
and coins can be smoothly put in and out
at toll booths and gas stations.

NB-27A

Sucker type tank bag

￥4,980

Size：H48×W38×D2.5(cm)
Capacity：
compatible for B5 size
*Does not include suction cups
Material：Polyester
Color：Black
Accessories: rop-off prevention strap × 1

Smoking goods

MT-09
Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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The movable suction cup bases can be attached
to any type of tank. It is suitable for digital devices
which magnetic force is concerned. With a coin
pocket, you can take out coins immediately.

NB-15A

Sucker type tank bag

￥6,980

Size：H30×W18×D11 - 18(cm)
Capacity：2.7 - 7ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories:
Clear top rain cover x 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1
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Tank bag

GSX1100S
KATANA

Capacity

2.7 ℓ
～

Can expand the capacity to
8L with the zip. The opening is
wide, so it's easy to put things
in and out. The bottom has a
built-in shock absorber, so it is
good to put electronic devices.

8ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

NB-29A

Sucker type tank bag

￥7,980

Capacity：4 - 8ℓ
Size：H33 × W22 × D11 - 19(cm)
Material：Polyester
Color：Black/Red piping
Clear top rain cover x 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Sucker: Design registration 1450794

NBP-2

Replaceable suction cup
for NB

￥500

Material：PVC
Compatible product：
NB-9B/NB-15A/NB-18/NB-27A/NB-29A/NB-78/NB-82/
NB-142/NB-180

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

NBP-3

Sucker extension parts
for NB

￥800

Material：Base / Polyester,
Color：Black
Sucker / PVC
Compatible product：
NB-9B/NB-15A/NB-18/NB-27A/NB-29A/NB-78/NB-82/
NB-142/NB-180

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags

www.degner.co.jp
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Tank bag

Tank Bag 1.4 ～ 10ℓ
CB400SF

Capacity

～

1.4ℓ
10 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

2 way touring bag for tank and tail.
You can attach the tank by magnetic
system.
If you use an attaching straps, you can
use it as a tail bag. When you use as
a tail bag, the magnet parts are tucked
to back of bag.
The attached pouch has a clear top,
you can touch a smartphone over this
clear top and can be attached to any
position with the PALS system.

Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

* Depending on the protective film used, your smartphone
may not respond. Please check before purchase.

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

NB-173

2 way touring bag for
tank and tail

￥11,000

Capacity：10ℓ
Size：H34 × W21 × D17(cm)
Material：Polyester
Color：Black
Material：
Attachment strap x 2, Fall prevention strap x 1,
Clear pouch x 1, Rain cover x 1

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

CB1300SB SP

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

A mini tank bag with double zips on the
top and bottom for easy access to your
smart phone or music devices.

Key case
Key holder

* Depending on the protective film used, your smartphone may
not respond. Please check before purchase.

Smoking goods

NB-171

￥4,500

Size：H22.5×W16×D9(cm)
Capacity：1.6ℓ
Inside dimention of pocket：
Material：
About height 16×width 10(cm)
Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories: Drop-off prevention strap × 1

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Magnetic tank bag

MT-09

Textile body bag

Tank bag

NB-142MAG Magnetic tank bag
Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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￥5,500（税 込 ）

Size：H23.5×W13×D5.5(cm)
Capacity：1.4ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories:
Clear top rain cover x 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1
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XL1200X

Tank bag

Rebel250

Capacity

～

1.4ℓ
10 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Good design for cruiser
type motorcycles. Large
opening and plenty of
storage in a small body.

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Equipped with a
clear top rain cover
as standard.

Leather wallet
Wallet case

NB-167

Magnetic tank bag

￥5,700（税 込 ）

Size：H20×W15×D10(cm)
Capacity：1.8ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories:
Clear top rain cover x 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1

NB-146

Magnetic tank bag

￥6,900

Size：H25.5×W17×D10.5(cm)
Capacity：3ℓ
Material：PVC
Color：Black
Accessories:
Rain cover x 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1

CBR400R

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

R1150GS

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

NB-117

Magnetic tank bag

￥7,900

Size：H24×W18×D12(cm)
Capacity：2.5ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories:
Rain cover x 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1

NB-5A

Magnetic tank bag

Size：H31×W18×D10(cm)
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories:
Rain cover x 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1

www.degner.co.jp

￥5,700
Capacity：3ℓ

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Tank bag

Tank Bag 2.7 ～ 8ℓ
CB400SF

CB1300SB

Capacity

～

2.7 ℓ
8

ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag

Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

NB-15MAG Magnetic tank bag

￥7,600

Size：H30×W18×D11 - 18(cm)
Capacity：2.7 - 7ℓ
Material：Polyester / Nylon
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories:
Clear top rain cover × 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1

NB-29MAG Magnetic tank bag

￥8,500

Size：H33×W22×D11 - 19(cm)
Capacity：4 - 8ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories:
Clear top rain cover × 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1

Coin case

W650

Leather body
bag

CB1300SF

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods

A magnetic tank bag can
be mounted widely from big
naked to 125cc motorcycles.
Convenient functions are
included, such as a pocket helps
not to lose a rain cover and a
band that holds gloves.

Can expand the capacity
up to 6.5L by the zipper.
The mesh fabric used back
of front pocket helps cool
off the fever of devices.

Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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NB-127

Magnetic tank bag

￥7,900

Size：H34×W17×D18 - 23(cm)
Capacity：4 - 6.5ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories:
Clear top rain cover × 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1

NB-118

Magnetic tank bag

￥15,900

Size：H35×W30×D14(cm)
Capacity：7ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories:
Clear top rain cover × 1, Drop-off prevention strap × 1
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HONDA-CBR400R
×

NB-127

Except for some products, most of them are universal products. Please check the fitting of the bag on your motorcycle and fix it
firmly (Please make sure it is stable during riding). Installation on your motorcycle is your responsibility.

FITTING GALLERY

The pictures we show on this catalog are examples of the installations. The shape of the mounting part differs depending on the
models. It is very dangerous if the bag is installed unstably as the bag may fall off or be lifted by wind pressure.

KAWASAKI-W650
×
NB-118/7L

HONDA-CB1300SB
×
NB-15MAG/7L

HONDA-Rebel250
×
NB-171/1.6L

KAWASAKI-Ninja250R
×
NB-5A/3L

HONDA-CB1300SF
×
NB-27A

HONDA-CB1300SB SP
×
NB-180

YAMAHA-MT-09
×
NB-141/8.4L

HONDA-CB400SF
×
NB-15A/7L

HONDA-CB400SF
×
NB-173/10L

YAMAHA-MT-09
×
NB-142MAG/1.4L

HONDA-CB1100
×
NB-167/1.8L

SUZUKI-GSX1100S
×
NB-35

www.degner.co.jp
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Tail bag

Tail Bag 5 ～ 21ℓ
video of how to install
You can see videos for more detailed
installation by reading the QR code.
Capacity

～

5

ℓ

Can expand capacity from
5L up to 8.5L with zip.

21 ℓ

YZF-R3

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

NB-150

￥8,900

Nylon Tail Bag

Size：H26×W20×D17-23(cm)
Capacity：5 -8.5ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories：
Attachment strap x 2, Rain cover ×1, Shoulder strap x 1

ETC case

CBR250RR
Accessories
Shift guard

The rain cover stored on the back is
connected to the main body, so there
is no worry about being blown off by
the wind while riding. As it is a zipper
with a lock mechanism, you can attach
a padlock to prevent to be stolen.

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

NB-145

Nylon Tail Bag

Size：H29×W27.5×D23-28(cm)
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories：
Attachment strap x 2, Rain cover ×1

Smoking goods

￥9,800
Capacity：10 - 13ℓ

An excellent tail bag can
hold a full-face helmet if
maximized.
If you pull out the shoulder
strap hidden in the back, it
turns into a backpack! You
can carry your luggage
easily.

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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NB-151

Nylon Tail Bag

￥14,800

Size：H34×W27×D22-34(cm)
Capacity：10 - 21ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories：
Attachment strap x 2, Rain cover ×1, Partition x 1
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GSX1100S
KATANA

Tail bag

CB250R

Capacity

～

5

ℓ

21 ℓ
A tail bag that fits to a small
pillion seat.
Large opening makes it easy
to put luggage in and out.
There is a pocket for the rain
cover prevents to lose it.

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

NB-172

Nylon Tail Bag

￥8,900

Accessories
Shift guard

Size：H34×W19×D18(cm)
Capacity：8ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories：Attachment strap x 2, Rain cover ×1

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

CBR250RR

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

容量アップ

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Tail bag for small pillion seats especially
on sports motorcycles. Reflector piping for
better visibility. If you put out the shoulder
strap on the back, it becomes one shoulder
so convenient to carry.

NB-95A

Nylon Tail Bag

Textile body bag

￥9,000

Size：H36×W25×D16 - 24(cm)
Capacity：8 - 14ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories：Attachment strap x 2, Rain cover ×1
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Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Tail bag

Tail Bag 8.6 ～ 32ℓ
CB1300

Capacity

～

8.6 ℓ
32

ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

Tail bag with our easy attaching
system. It can also be used as a
tank bag with using the magnet
bases. It comes with a pouch
which has a cleat top to access to
a smartphone and can be attached
anywhere with PALS system. And it
can be a waist bag.
* The smartphone may not respond depending on the
protective film used. Please check before purchase.

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

NB-173

Nylon Tail Tank Bag

￥11,000

Size：H34×W21×D17(cm)
Capacity：10ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black
Accessories：
Attachment strap ×2, Drop-off prevention strap ×1,
Clear pouch×1, Rain cover ×1

Coin case

CB1300

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag
シートバッグ

Sports double
bags
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This waterproof bag doesn't require a
rain cover. Reflector helps avoiding traffic
accidents. Substantial capacity for a day
touring.

NB-158

Waterproof Tail Bag

￥8,900

Size：H30×W21×D14(cm)
Capacity：8.6ℓ
Material：TPU
Color：Black, Gray
Accessories：Attachment strap x 2
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.
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Tail bag

CBR400R

Capacity

～

8.6 ℓ
32 ℓ
Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

When you take out the shoulder strap stored on the
back of the bag, it quickly turns into a backpack. It can
be used flexible, such as taking it off the seat and can
be used according to your situation.

NB-119

Nylon Tail Bag

ETC case

￥13,500

Accessories
Shift guard

Size：H35×W30×D17-25(cm)
Capacity：9.5 - 16ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black, Black/Red piping
Accessories：Attachment strap ×2, Rain cover ×1

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

CB400SF

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Expanding system by the zip can adjust the
capacity of the bag at three levels. A full face
helmet can be stored comfortably.

NB-50

Nylon Tail Bag

Size：H34×W24×D20-44(cm)
Material：Tarpaulin/Polyester
Accessories：
Attachment strap ×2, Rain cover ×1
*Can also be used as a backpack

Textile body bag

￥11,500
Capacity：
13.5 - 32ℓ
Color：Black
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Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Tail bag

Tail Bag9.5 ～ 34ℓ
XL1200X

Capacity

～

9.5 ℓ
34

ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Large capacity of 34L can easily store the
camping mat. Equipped with a one-room type
storage space without partitions and three zipper
pockets that are convenient for keeping small
items.

NB-101

Nylon Tail Bag

￥19,800

Size：H43×W54×D29-41(cm)
Capacity：18 - 34ℓ
Material：Polyester
Color：Black
Accessories：
Attachment strap x 4, Rain cover ×1, Attachment base x 1

Leather body
bag

XL1200X

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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When the adjustment straps of the bag are fixed
at 4 points and attached, it becomes a tail bag.
Can become a sissy bar bag by using the bottom
slit. Up to 14L, sufficient capacity.

NB-120

Nylon Tail Bag

Size：H36×W41×D21-29(cm)
Material：Polyester
Accessories：
Attachment strap x 4, Rain cover ×1

￥15,000
Capacity：9.5 - 14ℓ
Color：Black
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Z900RS CAFE

Capacity

Sports Side Bag

Sports Side Bag 28 ～ 50ℓ

～

28 ℓ
50 ℓ

Side bags assuming long touring for 2 nights and
3 days. The luggage space is a single room type
so easy to use. The logo with reflective tape on
the back of the bag allows for excellent visibility
from the driver behind.

NB-36

Sports double bag

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag

￥17,000

Synthetic
Leather bag

Size：Piece/H31×W47×D20(cm)
Acceptable pillion rider Capacity：28ℓ(Piece 14ℓ)
Material：Polyester
Color：Black/Gray piping, Black/Red piping
Accessories：Attachment strap ×2,
Rain cover left and right each × 1

Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

CB1300SB SP

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Side bags that can be expanded up to 25L on both
sides with the zip. Fits not only tourers but also
naked and super sports. The bag shape doesn't
disturb the position of pillion rider.

NB-37

Sports double bag

Coin case

Leather body
bag

￥19,000

Smart phone
case

Size：Piece / H31×W47×D24-33(cm)
*Acceptable pillion rider
Capacity：36-50ℓ(Piece 18-25ℓ)
Material：Polyester Color：Black/Gray piping
Accessories：
Attachment strap ×2, Rain cover left and right each × 1

Key case
Key holder

CBR400R

Smoking goods

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Can expand from 30L up to 45L with flexible zip
both sides totally. The bag shape doesn't disturb
the position of pillion rider.

NB-76

Sports double bag

Textile body bag

￥15,000

Size：Piece /H26×W40×D18-27(cm)
Color：Black
Capacity：30-45ℓ(Piece 15-22.5ℓ)
Material：Polyester
Accessories：
Attachment strap x 2、Mounting strap x 2、
Rain cover left and right each × 1
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Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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スポーツ系
～
サイドバッグ
Sports Side Bag

Sports Side Bag 12 ～ 24ℓ
Rebel250

Capacity

12 ℓ
24 ℓ

Leather
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Synthetic
Leather bag
Nylon
Saddle bag
Tool bag
Guard for bag
Mounting bracket

18L of sufficient capacity from everyday use to
touring with a one-layer waterproof specification. The
opening is wide so it's easy to put things in and out.

NB-148

￥6,900

Waterproof side bag

Size：H27×W42×D17(cm)
Capacity：18ℓ
Material：TPU
Color：Black, Khaki
Accessories：Mounting strap ×2, Attachment strap x2,
Bottom plate x 1 * This product is not completely waterproof
due to the construction.

R1150GS

ETC case

Accessories
Shift guard

Leather wallet
Wallet case

Coin case

Leather body
bag

Smart phone
case

Key case
Key holder

Roll top waterproof side bag. Attach the
adjustable strap to the rear seat and connect
the hook to the D-ring of the main unit.

NB-92

Waterproof double bag

Size：H28×W42×D18(cm)
Material：Polyester/PVC

￥5,500

Capacity：12ℓ
Color：Black, Digicamo

Accessories：Mounting strap ×2, Attachment strap x2
* This product is not completely waterproof due to the
construction.

Smoking goods

YZF-R25

Stationery

Leather
maintenance
goods
Water resistant
bag

Textile body bag

Tank bag

Tail bag

Sports double
bags
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Side bags developed for the tail design
profile of motorcycles such as popular
MT-09 and R25 of 250 class.

NB-102

Sports double bag

￥18,000

Size：Piece /H23×W44×D14.5(cm)
Color：Black
Capacity：24ℓ(Piece 12ℓ)
Material：Polyester/PVC
Accessories：
Mounting strap ×2, Rain cover left and right each × 1
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KAWASAKI-Ninja1000
×

NB-36

FITTING GALLERY

Except for some products, most of them are universal products. Please check the fitting of the bag on your motorcycle and fix it
firmly (Please make sure it is stable during riding). Installation on your motorcycle is your responsibility.
The pictures we show on this catalog are examples of the installations. The shape of the mounting part differs depending on the
models. It is very dangerous if the bag is installed unstably as the bag may fall off or be lifted by wind pressure.

KAWASAKI-Ninja1000
×
NB-86/1.7L

HONDA-CB250R
×
NB-172/8L

HONDA-CBR400R
×
NB-120/14L

KAWASAKI-Z1000
×
NB-36/28L

BMW-R1150GS
×
NB-37/50L

SUZUKI-HAYABUSA
×
NB-50/32L

HONDA-CB400SF
×
NB-101/34L

YAMAHA-MT-09
×
NB-76/45L

SUZUKI-GSX1100S
×
NB-145/13L

KAWASAKI-W650
×
NB-119/16L

YAMAHA-R25
×
NB-95A/14L

YAMAHA-R25
×
NB-102/24L
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